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Local Warming
Center backers
recap program,
eye future needs
By KYSER LOUGH
Stan Writer
The Community Warming
Center will open a little earlier
this year, on Sunday, Dec. 5,
2010, and close Saturday,
March 5, 2011. It will continue
to be located at St. John's
Episcopal Church.
Around 20
people from
local
eight
churches and
service organimet
zations
last night to
the
recap
2009 - 20 1 0
opening of the
center and look
Bradley
to
forward
2010-2011. The meeting
lead by Matt Bradley, priest at
St. John's Episcopal Church,
who oversaw the center this
year.
The meeting began with a
review of concerns and comments raised from the 20092010 operation of the center.
Sonic, highlighted concerns
included planning, food, advertising, administration, communication, costs, safety and
staffing. Bradley said he'd like
to see more advertising done in
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Daily Forecast
By The Absodated Pries
Wednesday Partly sunny
Highs in the lower 70a West
winds 5 mph
Wednesday night . Mostly
cloudy with a 20 percent
chance of showers. Lows in the
upper 40s.
sunny
Thursday...Partly
Highs in the mid 70s.
night ..Partly
Thursday
cloudy Lows in the mid 508.
Friday.. Partly sunny with a
30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs In
the upper 70s.
Friday night...Mostly cloudy
with a 50 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms
Lows in the lower 60a.
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Court accepts bid for former CCSO office
By TOM BERRY
Stan Writer
lone bidder has purchased the former
C'alloway
County
Sheriff's Office building at 304
Main Street for $71,000.
W K Realty, LLC, represented by Gregory T. Taylor, owner
of the company, was awarded
sale of the building during a
meeting of Calloway County
Fiscal Court Tuesday night. A

lack of, and amount of, bidding
on the property, but he recommended the sale to save taxpayers' dollars paid by the county
for insurance, taxes and maintenance.
The CCSO is now located in
the former Calloway County
Health Center building on
Olive Street.
In other action, magistrates
approved a road paving agreement with the Kentucky

previous bid from the same
company for 568,000 was
rejected by the court and a second round of bidding was initiated in hope of getting more
arid higher bids.
"I'm a little bit surprised we
didn't get more interest in it,"
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
said as he recommended the
sale.
Elkins noted economic factors may have influenced the

Beshear
open to
expanded
session

Transportation Cabinet that will
bring up to $181,760 in funds to
the county that will pay for various road resurfacing projects.
The cabinet will reimburse all
funding spent by the county up
to the maximum amount. In a
related matter, magistrates
Eddie Clyde Hale, Connie
Morgan, Bobby Stubblefield
and Johnny Gingles approved
giving Elkins authority to open
bids on the purchase of road

construction materials for the
coming year to be used by the
Calloway
County
Road
Department.
In other business, magistrates:
• heard a report from County:
Attorney David Harrington thak
a list of delinquent county tax
payers will be published soon.
Calloway County Clerk Ray.,
Coursey Jr. said the list includes

III See Page 2A
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By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Gov. Steve Beshear said
Iliesday he's open to reviving charter schools legislation as he mulls whether to
expand the
agenda of a
special legislative
session
made necessary by
the failure
of lawmak•
era to pass
a new state
Sesame,
budget.
On a day that he met privately with some top state
education officials, Beshear
told reporters that allowing
charter schools in Kentucky
would "help us tremendously" in the state's pursuit of
federal education grants in
the "Race to the Top" competition.
"I'm open on the topic of
charter schools," Beshear
said. "And I'm willing to
have some conversations to
see if there may be NOM
way to come to some agreement on that issue."
Beshear said charter
schools have worked in
some places around the
country and failed else-

Thompson 63mpetes in
fast-paced nOtional sport
By KYSER LOtIGH
Staff Writer
hen Marshall Thompson saw some Internet
videos of sport stacking on the Internet in early
2009, he knew he had to give it
a try. A little over a year later,
Thompson's interest has turned
into a passion and has taken him
as far as Denver, Colo., to compete.
Sport stacking involves the
rapid stacking and breaking
down of plastic cups in a certain
manner. Using a timer, stackers
attempt to complete the formations as quick as possible.
"It's easy to pick up. I like the
speed of it and the timers," said
Thompson, a 10 year-old fourth
grade student at North Calloway
Elementary School.
There are three main events
that sport stackers compete in,
the 3-3-3, the 3-6-3 and the
cycle. The names of the first two
resemble the size of the pyramids of cups that are built.
"In the 3-3-3 you make three
stacks of three cups (each) and
then take them back down. The

W

KYSER LOUGH Ledger & Times
Marshall Thompson, 10, practices his spoil stacking at home while preparing for his
trip to the World Championships in Denver, Colo Thompson said he practices for
about 30 minutes each day but leaves plenty of time for baseball, basketball and
running.

•See Page 2A
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County superintendent
selection narrowed to 4
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
County
Calloway
The
School District Superintendent
screening committee has narrowed their selection to four
candidates that spokesperson
Jason Scarbrough said arc very
well-qualified.
During it meeting of the committee this week. Scarbrough,
principal at Calloway County
Preschool, was selected us
chairperson before the committee began narrowing down
the candidates. The job had
been posted for 30 days and
expired April 12.
"We had a lot of really wellqualified applicants for the
superintendent's position, but

Op Parker Ford

lour seemed to rise to the top,"
Scarbrough said in a release
provided by the district. "We
have completed a reference
check on those candidates and
are ready to make Our report to
the Calloway County Board of
Education."
The cotntnittee will report
their findings to the board by
April 26 so board interviews
can be conducted before the
May 13 board meeting.
Scarbrough said that the committee was confident of its four
selections and pleased with the
results of the job posting
'1'he Screening Committee
was in complete agreement on

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger 8, Time
SPRING FASHION: Cathy Young shows some of her Jewelry to Juanita Watts, an attendee
at Tuesday's Murray-Calloway County Hospital Hospice Fashion Show at First United
Methodist Church Along with lunch and a silent auction, attendees got a taste of spnng
fashion from a group of models.
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II Stacking...

News in Brief

From Front
3-6-3 is the same but the middle
stack has six cups." Thompson
said.
The cycle consists of many
more formations and is the most
complicated of all three events.
With each event comes a list of
regulations outlining how the
stacker must assemble and disassemble the stacks.
"The hardest part is memorizing all the stuff at first,"
Thompson said.
Once the formations are
learned, however, then comes
the speed. Thompson's best
times for each event are 2.05
seconds for the 3-3-3, 2.52 seconds for the 3-6-3 and 7.19 seconds for the cycle. He has held
the overall records in all three
events for the state of Kentucky
and still holds one.
He has competed in Dayton.
Ohio, Rome. Ga. and more
recently, Denver for the World
Championships. In Denver he
was surrounded by some of the
best sport stacke s in the world.
"It was nerve-wracking. I got
to practice stacking shoulder-toshoulder with stackers that are
really fast," he said.
While not making it out of the
preliminaries in any of the three
events, Thompson was invited
to join one of Team USA's 3-63 relay teams and they finished
second place in the 10 year-old
division.
Included
on
Thompson's team was Kennard
Gardener, the world record
holder for the 3-6-3.

Thousands of artifacts expected at house
ELIZABETHTOWN. Ky. AP) — The Elizabethtoixn City
Council has accepted a proposal from a local company to complete a state-mandated archaeological study at the site of the
Lincoln Heritage House.
The Lincoln Heritage House. located in Freeman Lake Park in
Elizabethtown, was a log cabin that had been partially constructed
by Thomas Lincoln. lather of Abraham Lincoln.
In May 2009, fire destroyed the house, but work had begun to
rebuild it.
The News-Enterprise of Elizabethtown reports that work on the
restoration was halted when the state ordered the city to complete
an archaeological field study and management summary for the
site.
The firm Brockington and Associates says it will likely begin the
study next week. Jim Pritchard with the company says there may
be more than 5,000 artifacts at the site, including toys, kitchen
utensils and architectural debris.

Beshear announce conservation efforts
Photo provdecl
Thompson competes in the 3-6-3 Relay at the World Championships
in Denver on one of
Team USA's relay teams. The team finished second in the
10-year-old division.
"We practiced together a lot
and it was really fun."
Thompson said.
To stay on top of his stacking
game, Thompson said he practices daily for about 30 minutes.
He currently has a few sets of
cups he stacks with, which are
specially designed for the
events. The plastic is thicker
than a regular cup, there are air
holes in the bottom to allow for
quicker stacking and the insides
of the cups have small pieces of
plastic to keep them from sticking together. The stacking itself
is done on a special pad that has
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Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray Finance
Committee will meet at 5:30
p.m. Wednesday to hear a
report from Rick Melton
regarding the city's financial
records for the current fiscal
year.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916
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a timer attached to it. The stacker places his hands on a bar to
start the timer and then slaps the
bar when finished to stop the
time.
"Parents definitely have to be
able to tolerate the noise," said
Dan Thompson with a smile. He
is Marshall's father.
Both Dan Thompson and
Marshall's step-mother, Eva
King, support Marshall in his
cup stacking, especially after
doing some research on it.
"les very family oriented, It's
a healthy activity," King said. "I
had my doubts at first but then
read up on it. Sure, you can
overdo it, but then again, you
can overdo anything."
King said they have been able
to visit family while traveling to
the different competitions,

which has been an added benefit.
There aren't many competitive sport stackers his age in the
area. so Marshall stays in touch
with other stackers through the
Internet. He said that most
stackers have their own channels on YouTube and post
videos of their best events and
comment on each other's
videos. He said he has let his
friends around Murray try stacking and he said they were "pretty good at it for beginners."
Marshall said sport stacking
has helped his eye-hand coordination, but he also enjoys playing basketball, baseball and running. He said he plans to continue practicing and competing in
sport stacking as long as he can.

From Front

Treasurer Anita Gallimore that
the county's receipts amounted
to $13.7 million for the fiscal
year so far with disbursements
listed at $5.3 million. The county retains a cash balance of
$8.44 million.
• rescheduled the Tuesday.
May 18, fiscal court meeting
until Thursday. May 20, because
of election day.

111 Selection...
From Front
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•
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Boy, 9, dies after accidental shooting

LEXINGTON. h..).(AP) - in Lexington say a 9-yearold boy accidentally shot himself in the head, killing him.
The Fayette County coroner's office identified the child as
TaShawn Watson. The boy was pronounced dead shortly before 5
p.m. EDT Tuesday at University of Kentucky Hospital.
Lexington police told the Lexington Herald-Leader that the
shooting happened about 45 minutes earlier at a home where two
children were playing and apparently found their father's handgun.

•Warming Center...

•Fiscal Court ...
the names of about 1,900 persons.
• set payment for election officers that will man voting
precinct locations for the
upcoming May 18 Primary and
November 2 General Election at
$85 per day.
• heard a report from County

FRANKI-ORL 11
/
4y.(AP)-. Gov Steve Beshear and his wife
have announced new energy conservation initiatives for the state
Capitol, the Capitol Annex and the governor's mansion.
They announced Tuesday that the efficiency projects will save
more than $251,000 each year in energy and operational expenses
and will reduce the overall energy consumption by 22 percent.
First lady Jane Beshear says several steps will enable the governor's mansion to reduce its energy consumption by 15 percent.
The longer-term goal is for a 30 percent reduction by 2014.
She says those measures include using more energy-efficient
appliances and low-flow fixtures as well as stepped-up recycling.

the top four and feel confident
that whoever the board chooses.
we'll have a great new superintendent," he said.
Other members of the committee
include
Richard
Smotherman, board member
representative; Matt Price, parent
representative;
Jacob
Falwell and Rose Elder, teacher
representatives; anJ Roy Gene
Dunn, classified employee representative.
The committee was established after current superintendent Steve Hoskins announced
his retirement at the March
board of education meeting.
Hoskins served for six years as
the superintendent of the district.

From Front
more places for the center to try
and get the word out, and mentioned working with local
school family resource centers.
One major concern was
administration, and Bradley
suggested to the group that the
responsibilities be divided
among four chief individuals or
groups:
staffing,
advertising/fund raising. communication and center manager.
Later in the meeting he asked
for volunteers, and volunteered
himself and Rose BogalAllbritten to serve as center
manager. Gale Cornelison and
Margaret Heath volunteered to
handle staffing and Mitch Coy
said he would take care of
advertising/fund raising. No one
volunteered for communication.
Bradley said the costs for the
center were minimal, and he
guessed about $500 overall.
Food and heating were the two
primary costs. He said he hoped
the fundraising position would
help to increase community
donations to help defer the cost
of the center.
Plans are in the works for a
nightly log book to improve
communication between volunteers, and it was said that a lot of
volunteers would like to hear
how the center is going even
after their shifts are over.
In open discussion, one participant remarked that there wos it
concern on whether the facility
should be a warming center or a

homeless shelter for the temporarily displaced. Bradley said
the log book will contain information on additional services in
Calloway County to help guide
people in the right direction, but
the center will stand as an
overnight place to stay warm
and get a hot meal. The center is
open regardless of temperature.
and the name has already been
set, Bradley said.
"We are not pegged to a ccrtain temperature, and already
have established the name in the
community," he said.
The group spent time discussing safety at the center.
namely concerning intoxicated
or otherwise-confrontational
guests. Suggestions were made
of revising the existing policy
that states if a person arrives
intoxicated they must go to bed
immediately or leave. It was
eventually determined that the
issue merits further research and
clarification and Bradley tabled
it until more time could be given
to think about it.
With the expanded weeks of
service, the issue of Christmas
week was brought up and finding volunteers to staff it.
Bradley said he hoped it wouldn't be a problem.
"It seems a big Christian
responsibility that we could
offer someone shelter on
December 24," he said.
Bradley concluded the meeting by thanking everyone for
attehding and voicing their
opinions.

•Beshear; expanded session...
From Front
The Murray Bank's Board of Directors presenting The Murray-Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare with a $50,000 donation towards the future
Residential Hospice House.

What does it mean? At The Murray Bank,
community means Murray, KY,our hometown.
Proud to be the only community bank with their
headquarters in Calloway County. Providing
strength, stability and growth opportunities for our
local schools, businesses, churches, and families is the
reason we're here. If supporting your community is
important to you, we invite you to join us.
The Murray Bank ... we're here for you!

where. Still, he said that the concept "could be a
tool, if utilized properly, that would benefit some
of our school districts."
Later, state Education Commissioner Terry
Holliday bluntly said he was not optimistic about
Kentucky's chances of landing a "Race to the
Top" award in the next round of funding without
a boost from legislation to create charter schools.
In the legislative session that ended last week,
the Senate narrowly passed a bill to give local

school boards the option of creating charter
schools, which are allowed to operate outside
some regulations in an effort to boost student performance. The measure died in the House.
The Kentucky Education Association opposed
that bill, but said it would work with lawmakers
and the governor on the issue to seek another form
that could be more acceptable to the group, said
KEA president Sharron Oxendine.
"I don't think we'll ever be in love with the idea
of charter schools, but we might he able to tolerate it," Oxendine said in an interview Tuesday
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Landowners settle suit over
uranium leaks at Paducah plant

nise

By BRETT BARROUQUERE
Associated Press Wnter
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— A group of landowners have settled in a long-running lawsuit for $1.75 million over allegations that water leaks from a western Kentucky uranium
enrichment plant devalued property values.
Edmund Schmidt, a Nashville, Tenn., attorney representing
the landowners living near the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion
Plant, about 10 miles west of Paducah, confirmed the settlement on Tuesday. Schmidt said the funds are aimed at compensating between 70 and 80 homeowners for the devaluation
of their property because of radiation contamination.
"Some of these people were skeptical if they'd ever see anything," Schmidt told The Associated Press.
The homeowners sued multiple companies, including
Lockheed Martin and Union Carbide, in 1997, saying radiation contamination by air and water had ruined their land and well water and sickened residents.
Gail Rymer. a spokeswoman for Lockheed Martin in
Knoxville, Tenn., confirmed the settlement, but declined to •
give details.
The homeowners sued in 1997, claiming that air emissions.
combined with about 10 billion gallons of polluted groundwater, had damaged their property near the only uranium enrichment plant in the United States.
They also claimed they lost use of their property and suffered loss to plants, crops, livestock and wildlife. Aside from
land devaluation, the landowners claimed the plant was a nuisance and sought unspecified punitive damages.
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PAINT THE TOWN PURPLE CAMPAIGN: Dee-Dee
Diefenbach, left, owner of Wilson's Florist, and Mike Wilson,
right, an
employee at the shop, pose for a photo with Tiffany Shemwel
l, chair for Relay For Life's "Paint the Town Purple" campaig
n.
The florist sponsored the campaign, which allows people
to donate $10 or more and receive a purple ribbon to show
support
for the American Cancer Society and cancer research. This
year's Relay For Lite survivors banquet will be 5 p.m.
to 7 p.m.
Saturday at Glendale Road Church of Christ. The main, overnigh
t event will start at Roy Stewart Stadium Friday, April 30.
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Special to the Ledger
Nathan Sittig, 12, will participate in the 37th Annual Music
City
Tennis
Invitational
Saturday, April 24, and Sunday.
April 25, at the Brownlee 0.
Currey Jr. Tennis Center at
Vanderbilt
University
in
Nashville, Tenn.
The Music City Tennis
Invitational is the only charity
that directly benefits the Center
for Child Development at the
Monroe Carell Jr. Children's
Hospital at Vanderbilt.
According to Music City
Tennis Invitational information
provided by Sittig's mother and
grandmother. Sittig sees the
good in everybody. "Like most
boys his age, you might find
him playing Super Mario
Brothers() or Nintendo Wii®
Bowling. But, unlike other children, Nathan has been diagnosed with Asperger syndrome," the article reported.
Nathan Sittig attends the
Currey Ingram Academy in
Nashville, a school the Center
for Child Development helped
find to meets his needs. The
• Center has also been walking
him through the death of his
father in 2008, helping him to
understand his grief, the press
release noted.
Asperger syndrome is at the
milder end of the autism spectrum, characterizcd by developmental delays in socialization
and communication, the release
reported.
For Nathan Sittig's potential.
the sky is the limit, it was
, reported. Residents can help
children get the treatment they
deserve by supporting the
Center for Child Development
at Monroe Caret! Jr. Children's
Hospital at Vanderbilt.
Nathan is the son of Mandi
Sittig. a 1986 graduate of

3 teens charged; young
woman claims kidnapping
LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP) —
Kentucky State Police have
charged three Jackson County
teens with kidnapping and
attempted murder after a young
woman said her abductors tried
to push her over a cliff.
The Lexington HeraldLeader reported I8-year-old
Cheyenne Williams of McKee
said she was abducted Friday
by Corrine M. Schwab of
Sandgap, Ashley N. Sams of
Annville — both 18— and a
17-year-old girl not identified
because of her age.
Williams said she was taken
to the Flat Lick Falls area
where she was assaulted and
her abductors tried to push her
off a cliff.
The report said Williams
was able to get away and took
video of the incident on her cell
phone.
All involved are students at
Jackson County High School.
The newspaper reported
Sams and Schwab declined
interview requests at the
Jackson County jail.
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Sittig
Calloway County High School
and Darryl Sittig (deceased).
Grandparents include Kenny
and Judy Outland of Kirksey.
According to Judy Outland,
Nathan
attended
North
Elementary School from kindergarten through sixth grade.
More information about the
invitational, including support
and sponsorships. can be found
at www.musiccitytennis.com.
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SAVINGS!

YOU WONT
WANT TO MISS!!

ON
LIVING ROOM
TABLES!!

SELECTED

PRICED

ACCENT
FURNITURE &
ENTERTAINMENT
UNITS

TO MOVE!

MUST GO!!

FURNITURE

The Warehouse Workers Have Been Busy Moving Furniture In
Place I or I his Huge Sales Event...,
You Alicst Stop In & Check Out Our Warehouse Bargains!! Fantast
ic One-of-A Kind Pieces At Prices You Won't
Believe! Everything Must Go!! Some Items May Be Discontinued, Close-O
uts, Or Have Minor Damage.
Famous Name Brands Like Bassett, Standard, Berkline, Lane, Carolin
a, Trademaster, Sleeplogic, Craftmaster,
Peters Revington & Many More Will Be Represented In This Sale. Don't
Miss Out On These Fantastic Deals.
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'THE GOOD OLE BOYS,'PHIL & DENNIS,
HAVE GIVEN THE ORDERS
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"SELL IT ALL"
We MUST Clean The Warehouses!
This Furniture MUST Go!
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STORE HOURS:
-MONDAYFRIDAY:
9:00-6:00
•SATURDAY:9:00-5:00

•SUNDAY:
CLOSED

Your 3 1 /2 Acre'SUPER STORE'
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/
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FURNITURE

3/10 Mile North of The Purchase Parkway On Hwy 121N
Mayfield, Ky. 1-800-821-3244 or (270) 247-6620
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Paying homage TrTzi/OPOTowlAwmeoQwwwig,(01
to New York City
Although a recent visit to pieces and
New York City was the first more
time I have spent any time famously the
there, except for a drive through author
of
on the way to Newport. Rhode Charlotte's
Island during my graduate Web
and
school days. I have been fas- Stuart Little.
cinated with the city since I White's wife
was a little boy. My father Katharine
taught me how to read the also wrote
baseball boxscores when I was for The New
a child. The New York Yan- Yorker, and Home and
kees were in first place at the his stepson.
Away
time-1 think it was 1963— Roger
By James
and Mickey Mantle, Roger Angell, is
Duane Bolin
Mans. Bobby Richardson, Joe still working Ledger
& Times
Pepitone. and Whitey Ford all there, now
Columnist
wore pinstripes. I became a as the fiction
Yankees fan.
editor.
When Dad took my brothAlthough the Whites lived
er and me to a Montgomery in Maine and worked from
Wards store where Mickey Man- there, they knew New York
tle signed autographs one Sat- City well, and in 1949 he wrote
urday morning, it sealed the deal a long essay in praise of the
for me. We stood in line for city titled "Here is New York.a long time and when we got Of course, the city that White
to the table where Mantle sat, wrote about is a different city
he smiled at us. took the base- today. but his words still ring
ball that I handed him, and true. "New York is the consigned his name in that dis- centrate of art and commerce
tinctive, rolling Mantle scrawl. and sport and religion and
I read everything I could find entertainment and finance," he
on the history of the Yankees, wrote, "bringing to a single
all about Ruth and Dimaggio compact arena the gladiator.
and Stengal, and all about Yan- the evangelist, the promoter.
kees Stadium in the Bronx. the actor, the trader and the
Now, the baseball that Mantle merchant."
According
to
signed was another matter. My White, the city "carries on its
brother and I took it home. lapel the unexpungeable odor
promptly went out in the back- of the long past, so that no
yard to play catch and throw matter where you sit in New
grounders to each other. The York you feel the vibrations
grass stains soon covered over of great times and tall deeds.Mantle's signature, and I
White identified three
thought nothing of it at the New Yorks. -There is, first,
time. Nothing at all. Now I the New York of the man or
think about it often, and I won- woman who was born here.
der whatever became of that who takes the city for grantbaseball. And I still like the ed and accepts its size and its
Yankees.
turbulence as natural and
As a teenager, I followed inevitable. Second, there is
the New York Knicks when the New York of the comBill Bradley played for them. muter—the city that is devoured
The Knicks also had Walt Fra- by locusts each day and spat
zier and Willis Reed and actu- out each night.
ally won games and champiThird, there is the New
onships in Madison Square Gar- York of the person who was
den. I have lost interest in born somewhere else and came
the fallen Knicks. but the city to New York in quest of someand the place where they play thing." White believed this
their home games still has a third city to be the greatest,
magical appeal.
-the city of final destination,
As a grown-up I have the city that is a goal." "It
read The New Yorker for over is this third city that accounts
twenty years. I get the mag- for New York's high-strung disazine in the mail each week position, its poetical deportand after a scan of the car- ment, its dedication to the arts.
toons 1 read the profiles. per- and its incomparable achievesonal histories, and fiction ments."
pieces. and try to understand
In prose that only E.B.
what makes good writing good White could fashion, the writer
wnting.
concluded his homage to New
I have books on the his- York by describing "this city,
tory of the magazine, and have this mischievous and marvelous
learned the famous writers who monument which not to look
worked for Harold Ross and upon would be like death.- A
then
William Shawn—Mr. one day visit to New York
Shawn—and now for David only whets the appetite for
Remick. who is a writer as more.
well as an editor, the author
want to go back, to expeof a new magisterial biogra- rience again the throbbing,
phy of Barack Obama.
thumping metropolis that, for
One of my favorite New better or worse, represents all
Yorker writers is E. B. White of the triumphs and all of the
(1899-1985), the craftsman of ills of an increasingly urban
scores of -Talk of the Town" America.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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Dove Ann

How the grinch stole the Kentucky budget
"Legislative Session - 2010"
(with apologies to Ernest
Lawrence Thayer)

And worse than that he's grumble?
aided by slick-talking Mr. StumWe face
bo.
the risk of
They come from different spending
The outlook isn't brilliant parties but it doesn't seem to cuts to
arts
for the Bluegrass State today. matter.
and educaTomorrow's not much betThey equally contribute to tion,
ter and the landscape's gloomy the gridlock and the natter
Not
to
gray.
That says one thing and mentio n
No budget passed in Frank- does another. "Not our fault," Medicaid
fort after sixty days in ses- they claim.
and unemsion.
"The governor's the one pl oy m en t
The void in leadership is who's out of touch. Beshear's compensa- Main Street
By Constance
vast enough to cause depres- to blame."
tion.
Alexander
sion.
Slots at Churchill Downs
Williams Ledger & Times
The back and forth 'tween were nixed but sexting's still sees
each
Columnist
House and Senate cost the peo- okay.
option as a
ple millions.
The legislative logic makes tax-hike in
Not much got done. Who no sense, it's déclassé.
disguise,
can we thank? Perhaps it's
Inaction causes deficits, it's
So he scoffs and fumes at
David Williams.
costing us a bundle
every choice and casts an evil
The Senate prez can kill a
To fund a special session eye.
bill with process mumbo jumbo for the budget. Who wouldn't
Kentucky cannot move ahead

by mortgaging tomorrow.
Yet sleight of hand in budgets past have led to current
sorrows.
We know it isn't easy but
it really is inane
Not funding laws enacted
to secure much-needed change..
Someday in the Bluegrass
State the landscape could look
bright,
If legislators knuckled down
and got their work done right.
It's not an imposition to.
expect they'd heed the call
Of the motto of Kentucky:
Work together or we fall!
April is National Poetry
Month, a celebration inaugurated in /996 by the Academy of American Poets.

Supreme Court fight risky for both parties
President Barack Obama
faces a classic political dilemma in picking a new Supreme
Court justice.
He must decide whether to
nominate
someone
liberal
enough to carry on John Paul
Stevens' legacy on issues such
as abortion rights and the death
penalty or move toward a more
moderate candidate in hopes
of winning enough Republican
support to avoid a debilitating
Senate confirmation battle.
His decision is likely to
dominate the political landscape this summer, just months
before midterm elections that
will determine who controls
Congress.
A bitter fight threatens
Democratic hopes of focusing
on the economy and job creation.
It also would be a major
distraction to Obama as he tries
to push ahead on other parts
of his agenda, including education and energy legislation.
If the president chooses an
outright liberal nominee, it

A P N L‘NS ANALYSIS
By TOM BAUM
might help rally his Democratic base — crucial for the party
in midterm elections — but
would surely provoke a knockdown fight with Republicans.
At the same time, if he picked
someone less objectionable to
Republicans, it could further
alienate
dispirited
liberal
Democrats who complain that
Obama sold out on elements
of health care overhaul. And
it might not even work in attracting GOP votes.
As the anti-government tea
party movement revs up, rankand-file Republicans are sounding more energized. more eager
to court the party's base —
and possibly more likely to
portray anyone Obama picks
for the Supreme Court as too
liberal.
"The Republicans are going
to do everything possible just
to drag this out," said Amen-

LETTERS POLICY
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927. or e-mailed to
editor@murrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. E.
mailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
V Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger & Times
staff.

can University political scientist James Thurber. "It's going
to be ugly."
Stevens, the strongest liberal voice on a conservativeleaning court, said Friday he
will step down when the court
finishes its work in late June
or early July. His long-anticipated announcement came II
days before his 90th birthday.
Obama praised Stevens as
an "impartial guardian" of the
law, and said he would move
quickly to name a nominee.
"It is in the best interests of
the Supreme Court to have a
successor appointed and confirmed before the next term
begins," Obama told reporters
in the Rose Garden.
But the mood in Washington soured noticeably and the
dynamics in the Senate have
changed since Obama named
Sonia Sotomayor to the high
court last year.
Democrats then had the 60
votes needed to stop a Republican filibuster. Even so.
Sotomayor won some GOP
votes and a serious filibuster
was never attempted.
That majority is a luxury
Obama no longer has.
Democrats are now able to
deliver only 59 votes at most,

with some senators worrying,
about their re-election prospects..
Obama couldn't find a sin-.
gle Republican vote in the Senate for his health care overhaul and Republicans have.
marched in lock step against
nearly all of his other top
domestic priorities.
Republicans aren't ruling out
an attempt to block the president's nominee, even though
they risk overplaying their hand:
by filibustering a Supreme'
Court nomination — or trying
to postpone the vote until after
the November elections in hopes.
of holding more GOP votes. .
Even
before
Stevens!
announcement,
Republicans
were taking a hard line on
Obama's judicial nominees.
Top GOP senators on Friday were quick to signal a
rocky time ahead by asserting
that Obama's new nominee
would be subjected to the dos-.
est of scrutiny.
"It's the most contentious
committee in the United States
Senate. Its members — Republicans and Democrats — are
the Senate's most formidable
ideological warriors." said Ross
Baker, a political science professor at Rutgers Unive:sity
who took a sabbatical from
teaching several years ago to
work for Sen. Patrick Leahy.
D-Vt., the committee's current
chairman.
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Our Elected Officials
State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices. Capitol Annex
e-mail: ken.winters Irc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601 .:
1-800-372-7181
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Obituaries
Mrs. Alice C. Williams

Mak

Mrs. Alice C. William,. S4. Hazel. died Sunday at 5:33 p.m. at
the Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville. Tenn. She was a member
of New Providence Church of Christ.
Preceding her in death were her husband, John E. Williams. who
died Oct. 26. 1999; one daughter. Evelyn Martinez; one sister-inlaw, Eva Port: and three brothers-in-law Brent Williams, Speight
(Tom) Williams and James Earl Williams.
Survivors include one daughter, Terry Williams, Houston, Texas:
three grandchildren, Michael Vance, Houston, Tana Collier,
Phoenix, Ariz.. and John Martinez, Hawaii; six great-grandchildren;
son-in-law, Simon Martinez, Phoenix, Ariz.; sister-in-law. Marjorie
L. Williams, Hazel; several nieces and nephews.
A graveside service will be Friday at I p.m. at Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery. Terry Morri• will officiate. Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no public visitation
is scheduled. Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Humane
Society of Calloway County, 60/ Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.

Mrs. Verda Wood Smothers
Mrs. Verda Wood Smothers, 93, Benton.. died Monday, April 19.
2010, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was retired from
housekeeping at Marshall County Hospital and was a member of
New Harmony Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her husband, R.M. (Bill) Smothers;
her parents. Joe and Sina Hill Wood; three brothers. John Hill Wood.
Joe Tom Wood and Frank Edward Wood; one sister, Winnie Smith:
one great-grandchild.
Survivors include two daughters, Frankie York, Symsonia, and
Mary Lee Smothers. Benton; four sons, Joe Ed Smothers, Dale
Smothers and Pat Smothers, all of Benton, and Tommy Smothers,
Hardin; 13 grandchildren; 22 great-grandchildren; three great-greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m, in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Rodney Skipworth and Rev. Joe Daryl
Thorn will officiate. Burial will follow in the Middle Fork Cemetery,
Benton. Visitation will he at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to Middle
Fork Cemetery Fund. do Joe D. Thorn. 30 Wadesboro Rd. S..
Benton, KY 42025.
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Dove Anna McNabb

U.S. cars top Asian

Mrs. Kathy W. McKinney
LLKTON. Ky. --- The funeral for Mrs. Kathy W. McKinney was
today (Wednesday) at II a.m. at Latham Funeral
Home in Elkton. with Rev. Steve Neel and Rev.
Loyd Tucker officiating. Burial was in the Wiley's
Chapel Cemetery.
The family requests that donations be tirade to
the Alzheimer's Association. Greater Kentucky and
Southern Indiana Chapter, 3703 Taylorsville Road
Ste 102, Louisville, KY 40220-1330 or American
Diabetes Association 4205 Hillsboro Road Suite
200 Nashville, TN 37215-3339.
Mrs. McKinney, 82. Elkton. died Sunday. April
18, 2010 at 10 a.m. at her residence of natural causMclammy
es. Born December 28. 1927 in Morton's Gap, she
was the daughter of the late Goldie and Bertha Anne Rosetta
Vanderveer Whitfield. She was a dental assistant for her husband,
Dr. J.C. McKinney for 50 years. She served as president of the State
Dental Assistants Society. A member of the Petrie Memorial United
Methodist Church where she was a member of the UMW and choir.
she had also been a member of the Elk Fork Country Club.
Survivors include her husband, Dr. J.C. McKinney. Elkton; two
granddaughters, Betsy Whitfield of Murray and Krisy Whitfield of
Atlanta, Ga.: daughter-in-law, Donna Whitfield, Murray. She was
the mother of the late Dr. Truman Dale Whitfield of Murray who
died in 1994.

models for first time
WASHINGTON
AP
After a long romance with foreign rivals. America's love affair
with the automobile is returning
to its roots with a revived affection for U.S.-made cars.
Slightly more Americans
now say the United States makes
better-quality vehicles than Asia
does, with 38 percent saying
U.S. cars are best and 33 percent
preferring autos made by Asian
companies. according to an
Associated Press-Gil( Poll.
The survey suggests those
numbers are largely fueled by a
plunge in Toyota's reputation
and an upsurge in Ford's. The
poll was conducted in March. as
Toyota was being roiled by
nightmarish publicity over its
recall of more than 8 million
vehicles around the globe and

Lucian Matthew England
Lucian Matthew England, age 3 1/2, Goodlettsville, Tenn., died
Sunday. April 18, 2010 at I a.m. at Vanderbilt Children's Hospital,
Nashville. Tenn. Survivors include his parents. Matthew and Emily
England. Goodlettsville; grandparents, Charles and Pamela Wilford.
Mayfield, Winton and Dana England, Paducah. and Jack McCleary
and Nancy Golden, Peona. Ariz. The funeral will be Thursday at II
a.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Roger
Wood will officiate. Pallbearers will be Winton England, Jack
McCleary. Scott Satterfield and Todd Patterson. Burial will follow in
the Mayfield Memory Gardens. Visitation will be at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday). Memorials may be made to
the Lucian England Benefit Fund. c/o FNB. 101 East Broadway.
Mayfield, KY 42066.

"STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854

The funeral for Mrs. Susan (Suzie) Kaler Taylor was today
(Wednesday) at II a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home.
Benton. Rev. Ronnie Hopkins officiated. Burial was in the Treas
Cemetery. Benton. Online guestbook may be found at www.collierfuneralhome.com.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Treas Cemetery
Fund, do Collier Funeral Home, Inc., P.O. Box 492, Benton, KY
42025.
Mrs. Taylor, 53, Benton. died Sunday. April 18, 2010. at 3:35
p.m. at her home. She was a homemaker and a member of Lake City
Baptist Church. Preceding her in death were her father, James Estal
Taylor; stepfather. Frank Koon; and one brother. Bobby Joe Taylor.
Survivors include her husband. Ronald Paul Kaler; one daughter,
Amanda Combs, Murray; four sons, Anthony Key, Benton. Michael
Kaler, Mayfield. and Frankie Lynn Key Jr. and wife, Misty, and
James Dustin Key, all of Calvert City; her mother. Julie Cruce
Taylor Koon, Grand Rivers; five sisters, Sandy Ferrell, Covington.
Carol Biggs, Benton, Lana Lee. Salem, and Linda Howard and Pam
Walker, both of Smithland; four brothers. Clyde Taylor, Kuttawa.
Bradley Taylor, Smithland, and Rusty Taylor and Tommy Koon,
both of Grand Rivers; six grandchildren. Keria and Rider Combs.
Murray. Christian Michael Kaler, Mayfield, Makayia, Adriana and
Jayden Somellera. Benton. and James Dustin Key Jr., Calvert City.
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Dove Anna McNabb. 94. Memphis, Tenn.. formerly of Paducah.
died Tuesday at Baptist Memorial Hospital, Memphis. She spent 41
years as an educator, beginning when she was 18.
She taught for seven years in Calloway County, two years in Ronald Lynn Gifford
Marshall County, two years in Crittenden County, three years in
PALMERSVILLE. Tenn. -Ronald Lynn Gifford, 54, died
Clearwater. Ha.. then returned to Paducah in 1958 and taught four Monday. April 12, 2010, at Las Vegas, Nev. He was a school teacher
years a Clark Elementary School.
and former Weakley County mayor from 1994 to 2006 and farmer.
She was principal at Henry Clay Elementary for seven years, and He was a member of Matheny Grove Primitive Baptist Church,
then at Cooper-Whiteside Elementary, newly combined from five Dresden. Tenn. He was born Sept. 5, 1955, in Detroit. Mich., and
schools, for two years. Finally she was principal at Andrew Jackson his mother. Marly Sue Perry Gifford, preceded him in death.
Elementary in Paducah from 1966 until her retirement in 1980. upon
Survivors include one daughter, Eden Skye Gifford, Union City.
which the school was renamed in her honor.
Tenn.; father, Gene J. Gifford. Martin. Tenn.; one sister, Sandra Lee
Survivors include one son. Memphis attorney Monte Leland Wolsch, Paisley, Fla.; two brothers, Terry Gifford, Fulton. Ky., and
McNabb and wife. Tobitha; one grandson, Lee McNabb. Mike Gifford, Las Vegas, Nev. The funeral will be Saturday. April
Washington, D.C.; sister-in-law, Dorothy McNabb, Murray.
24, at 10 a.m. at First Baptist Church, Dresden, Tenn. Dr. Don
The funeral will be Saturday at II a.m. in the chapel of Milner & McCulley will officiate. Bowlin Funeral Home of Dresden. Tenn., is
On Funeral Home, Paducah. Entombment will be in Brooks in charge of arrangements.
Memorial Park. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 7
p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Susan (Suzie) Kaler Taylor

its itiat it responded:
sluggishly to safety concerns.
Though the U.S. advantage is:
modest, it marks a significant
turnabout
for
American
automakers battered by recession and relentless competition
from foreign manufacturers.
When the same question was
asked in a December 2006 APAOL poll. 46 percent said Asian
countnes made superior cars,
while just 29 percent preferred
American vehicles, reflecting a
perception of U.S. automotive
inferiority that began taking
hold about three decades ago.
"Toyota's problems are not to
be minimized here," David
Williams. dean of the business
administration school at Wayne
State University in Detroit.
Mich

Merck

.25.35 • 0.08

Caterpillar....-.-.---67.91 + 0.41
Chet ruin Texaco

+ 0.22

Daimler Chrssler

41.80

Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil

16.94 + 0.24

0.57

69.06 + 0.09

Ford Motor .....

+ 0.13

General Electric

....-.19.06 + 0.06

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants IL-RI
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753-3366 800 444 1854

IMF: Banks should
pay for future bailouts
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WASHINGTON (API-The
International Monetary Fund is
recommending that banks and
other financial institutions pay
fees to cover the cost of any
future government bailouts.
The proposals were requested
by the "Group of 20" countries
with the largest economies and
will be discussed at a meeting of
finance ministers and central
bank governors in Washington
this week. The proposals probably will generate controversy
with some countries, notably
Germany and France. in favor of
strong measures to deal with
future rescue packages. and others, such as Canada, whose system weathered the global financial meltdown.

Real fence needed on U.S., Mexican border
WASHINGTON (AP) Two senators said Tuesday it's
time to consider ending a contract for a "virtual fence" along
the U.S.-Mexico border. contending it doesn't stop illegal
immigration.
Sen. Joe Lieberman, I-Conn.,
even suggested an old-fashioned, real fence may work better than the electronic one
designed by Boeing Co.

"We're counting on you to
give us a direct assessment and
take action to either terminate
the contract or take from it what
may work," Lieberman told
Border
Protection
Commissioner Alan Bersin.
Lieberman, chairman of the
Homeland
Security
and
Governmental
Affairs
Committee, said at a hearing on
border security: "The best

answer to this continuing crisis
and continued flow of illegal
immigrants into the U.S. is to go
back to the old-style fences.
double- and triple-tiered, and
layered."
Sen. Roland Burris, D-111..
asked Bersin whether the contract could be canceled. Bersin
said he was not able to render a
judgment on a legal issue.

Your Vote Will Make a Difference
Vote for

Robert A.(Bobby) Hill

From ranches to Victorians,
refinance with fast decisions no matter
where you hang your hat.

5499

Make a really smart move with our fast and easy
U.S. Bank Smart Refinance. Get approved in
just days. Brilliant, right? Refinance your first
mortgage with flexible terms, no closing costs.

APR'

U.S. BANK SMART REFINANCE
Fixed Up To 30 Years

points or fees, less paperwork and a fixed rate
so low, rt's a no-trainer. So,no matter what type

Magistrate in District 3, May 18th
?sly name is Robert A.(Bobby Hill and I
114th primary

.1111

,:itldidale

tor Magisti ate in District

.1

on the Democratic

LI, Act

of home you have or loan you need, let us open

in the May

the door.

1 have been married to my wife. Tina. for 18 years and we have five children and two grandchildien.
I have used in
Calloway County my entire life and graduated from Calloway County High Schist,' in 1977. I am
a member of the South
Pleasant Grose Methodist Church.

All of ar serving you -

1 revels ed my Bachelor of Science in Agnculture with an area in Agricultural Science degree from Murray State University
in 19% along with a teaching certificate. In 1999 I received my Master of Science in Agriculture. I
also attended and grad
uated front the Murray State Unisersits/1.: S. Smokeless Tobacco Agriculture Leadership Program, as well
as the Ads anced
Agriculture Leadership Program.
I have operated a successtul farming operation for the past 33 years and have been employed as a Dark-fired Tobacco
Research Specialist for the past 10 years While doing this I have assisted in starting a research partnership
with several unisersities in the region

bank

These opportunities hate gis en me expenence in creating and managing budgets. dealing with the public
and leadership in
managing numerous employees
I know with my educational background and employment history that I base the leadership abilities necessary
to be the mag
istrate for the people in the 3rd distnct 01 Calloway County. My family and I appreciate your support and some
on May I 14th
Thank you.

usbank.com I 888-444-BANK (226o)
avad3t,te f.t

t

res, apporckno

Vote First on the ballot.
Robert A.(Bobby) Hill, Magistrate, District 3
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Summer Food Program lists

The Calloway County School for all regardless of race, color,
Food Service is participating in national origin. sex, age or disthe Summer Food Service ability, and there will be no disProgram. Meals will be provid- crimination in the course of the
ed to all eligible children free of meal service.
charge.
Meals will be provided at the
!
To be eligible to receive free sites and times as follows:
meals at a residential or non-resDay Treatment Center.
idential camp. children must 2003 College Farm Road,
meet the income guidelines for Murray:
reduced-price meals in the
Breakfast - 8 a.m. to 8:30
National
School
Lunch a.m., Lunch 12 p.m. - 12:30
p.m. -May 25- 28; June 1- 4, 7
7 Program.
:
Children who are part of - II, 14 - 18, 21 - 24; July 13 .: households that receive foods 16, 19- 23, 26 and 30.
Calloway
County
7 stamps or benefits under the
: Food Distribution Program on PreSchool, 2106-A College
Indian reservations (FDPIR). or Farm Road, Murray:
Breakfast - 7:50 a.m. to 8:20
Temporary Assistance to Needy
• Families (TANF1 are automati- a.m., Lunch 11:20 a.m. - 11:50
cally eligible to receive free a.m.
May 25 -28, 2010
meals.
June 1 - 4, 7 - 11, 14 - 18, 21
Acceptance and participation
requirements for the program - 25, 28 - 30:
July I -2, 12- 16. 19- 23.
and all activities are the same
North Elementary School.
2928 Brinn Rd.. Murray:
Breakfast - 7:30 a.m. to 8:15
a.m.. Lunch 11:30 a.m. to 12:15

With the warm weedier we are wearing sandals and
gerang pedicures to shos on pretty feet
One of the ben products I have found far keeping
your feet soh and making yen redrew kg longer
is 'lase My eet " It makes your feet feel amazing
and it also presents blisters and melon km your
shoes It ti gryarekss and stainless It rally does
present Misers from running shoes cr high heels I
arse,wear oat market and now I have been using
it dash and my feet feel so much better I know
you'll love is
With all the fabulous ,iewetry we hate you are
sure to find something spec.al to se rip oceit
gen from the crowd
Statement necklaces and bangles in Viiire snit
you can imagine Saha mane, gold. turqtruse and
large penis are Yery art this season
'row will have two wars to win each week go sr
Facebook and become our fan or come in and reg.
iser for the pft each Fnday We will he pouang a
pcture of the item each week on Fnebook
Pus week we gave away a beautiful necklace
Congrandanons to lo Ann Humphreys
Graduation and Model De are too around the
corner and we hate es erythutg a man or grad could
Waal
Bngluon charms for the grad or morn would be a
wonderful way to pie a memorable gift dui can be
added to for even special cccasion
Niter Megan cologne and loom is another pear
ph
Gift certificates we erass a perfect gift for AM -

Murray
State
University
Student
Government is holding a blood drive today
and Thursday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Curtis ('enter dance lounge. Each donor will
receive a "Social Media" T-shirt and breakfast and lunch will be provided.
All donors must be at least 16 year; of age,
weigh at least 110 pounds, check medications
with center staff, should have had a good
meal prior to donations and must allow 58
days between donations. Donors 16 years or
younger must complete a parental consent
form.

lo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

CCHS taking nominations

Calloway County High School is taking
nominations for the School-Based Decision Making Council until
3:30 p.m. on Thursday. The election will be Thursday, April 29.
Parents or guardians of students who will attend CCHS for the
2010-2011 school year are eligible to run. A nomination form and
informational sheet may be picked up in the school's office between
the hours of 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Blood Drive is Thursday
Calloway County Chapter of the Amencan Red Cross will have
a blood drive on Thursday from 12:30 p.m. to 5 :30 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church. Main and 16th Streets.

Gandy

Harbour Youth to meet Thursday
The Harbour Youth Services Center at Calloway County High
School will have its bi-monthly advisory council meeting Thursday
at 3:15 p.m. at the school, according to Barbara Hendon, coordinator.

Murdock and Lawrence
Thomas and Lori Murdock a Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter. Meaghan Murdock. to
Gary Lawrence, son of Gary and Joetta Lawrence of Kirksey.
Miss Murdock is the granddaughter of William and June
Armbruster of Ocala, Fla.. and Alfred and Mavis Murdock of
Murray.
Mr. Lawrence is the grandson of Evelyn Duncan and W.C. and
Lillian Lawrence. all of Kirksey.
The bride-elect is a 2009 graduate of Murray State University with
a bachelor of science degree in elementary education. She is
employed by Rotech Inc.
The groom-elect is a 2001 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is self-employed.
The wedding will be Saturday. May 22, 2010, at 5:30 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist Church. Murray. Invitations will be sent.

Robotics camps expanded

Sp-t-.cial to the Ledger
models with LEGO elements,
"Robotics tor more students" and then control them with a
is the approach being taken by special NXT programmable unit
Murray State University in and programs downloaded from
announcing its expanded series a computer. Touch and light senof robotics camps for this com- sors will be incorporated to add
ing summer. In addition to more complexity.
This season Olif tasonte layering piece is back for
camps for students who will be
The 4-8 grade camp's will be
summer in shaper soh Inn with an euggereed
in grades 4 through 8 next year, held June 7-11, 14-18, and 21shawl collar that floss moo an angled lens perfect
a whole new series of camps is 25, with morning sessions 9
esti slacks or a SLIM se son and feminine you will
wato more than one
being started for students who a.m. to 12 p.m. and afternoon
Brighten sandals are on sale 2(% off des week
will be in grades 1 through 3. On sessions lp.m. to 4 p.m. The
Duet forge our WC 355 off early aging Items
top of that, a special more advanced session for students in
SIO finned to .stri went, Fun & Fashion
advanced session is being grades 9-11 will be in the afterItilff)4/( 0041
offered for students who will be noons of June 14-18.
v.....
...ft
1,4t.‘)Rtr!
Lao.
la,
www"...
t born/NG trues
in grades 9 through II.
The new camp for younger
ire
a FAVORIT I
The regular robotics camps for learners in grades 1-3 is an
IAINF..S(WTHIN,
•-•
boys and girls in grades 4-8 are exciting development that will
for participants who enjoy sci- be offered at MSU for the first
ence. technology, and creativity. time. It is based on the new
Tht tirornerhine For E•erlorte
During the week, campers will WeDo robotics kit from LEGO
305 South 12th • Murray, TS • 753-7441
work in teams, build motorized that allows campers to design,
www dkkolloy.com
build and control exciting
inotonzed models using LEGO
elements. Campers will learn
COUPON
how to make a pair of crazy
I Buy a 1 or 2 piece fish dinner,
dancing birds or build an alligaI get the second of equal or
tor that automatically chomps
down on anything that comes
lesser value
close, or maybe create a lion that
rises up on its front feet and
Expires 5/15/10
roars out loud! These sessions
Hours: Mon.-Sat 4 p.m. - 9 p.m.
will be held July 12-16 and 19RESTAURANT
Sun. 11:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
23, with morning sessions 9
a.m. to 12 p.m. and afternoon
ON HWY. 681 AURORA, KY • 474-2202
r

e-mailvjo.burkeeneuturreMIPM

Blood Drive today and Thursday
at Curris Center Dance Lounge

C)nyayeme.n/

enrolled sites and camps

June I - 4. 7 - II, 14 - 18. 21
- 25, 28 - 30;
July 1 -2. 12- 16, 19- 23.
Calloway County
High
School. 2108 College Farm,
Rd., Murray:
Breakfast - 7 a.m. to 8 a.m.,
Lunch - 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
June 1 - 4, 7 -1 1. 14-18; July
19-23, 26-30.
To file a complaint of discrimination, write or call immediately to: USDA , Director,
Office of Civil Rights. 1400
Independence Avenue. SW,
Washington. D.C. 20250-9410 phone (8001 795-3272 or (202)
720-63-82 (TTY). USDA is an
equal opportunity provider and
employer.

bed

•
,

1/2 off!

sessions 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
In all camp sessions, emphasis
will be placed on teamwork, creativity, technology. science,
math, and fun. The camp staff is
made up of award-winning local
teachers and other trained professionals with robotics experience. The MSU Robotics Camp
program is directed by Dr. Tom
Lough. a former LEGO employee and Murray State University
professor. Sessions are held in
Alexander Hall, with convenient
parking nearby for parents and
guardians.
Each session is limited to no
more than 18 campers, so early
registration is recommended for
the session of your choice. The
price for each morning or afternoon camp session is $135. To
download a Robotics Day Camp
brochure and registration form.
visit:
http://campus.murraystate.edu/robotics/ . To register by phone, call (270) 8093659 or 1-800-669-7654 ext.
3659. Registration questions
may be sent by email to
janeen.winters OP murraystate.ed
u . General camp questions may
be
sent
to
nancy.strong@coe.murraystate.edu .
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MMS committee to meet
Murray Middle School Culture and Resources Committee will
meet today (Wednesday) at 3:30 p.m in the media center.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Stores will be open late
Stores in downtown Murray will be open until 8 p.m on
Thursday.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 p.m. to 8
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419
or 1-877-447-2004.

Mou
be fl

Legion Post will assist veterans
Service officers of Amencan Legion Post 73 of Murray are available to assist veterans and their families in completing forms to file
claims with the Veterans Administration. Ron Hubbard and Mark
Kennedy will be available each Wednesday from I p.m. to 4 p.m at
the Post, located at 310 Bee Creek Dr., across from the entrance to
the Bee Creek Soccer Complex. No appointment is necessary and
veterans are served on a first come, first served basis. Anyone with
questions call 753-3333.
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Parent Involvement meeting scheduled
The annual Parent Involvement meeting will be Thursday at 5
p.m. in the media center of Murray Middle School. This will be
hosted by' MMS Title One. While the parents are meeting, students
will enjoy luau activities. Each student must be accompanied by an
adult. Featured will be dinner, games, ice cream, and door prizes.
For more information contact Vicky Dunlap at 753-5125, ext. 2389.

Alzheimer's event Thursday
Alzheimer's Association, Murray-Calloway County Hospital
and the Kentucky TelcHealth Network will present "Coping with
Challenging Behaviors and Home Safety Tips" on Thursday from
5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. in the MCCH education building across from the
former MCCH/Emergency room. Registration is mandatory and
call Alzheimer's Association at 1-800-272-3900 if planning to
attend.

Compassionate Friends to meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday at
7:30 p.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. This is a group for parents who have lost a child or young
adult through death. For more information call Chaplain Kerry
Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 731-498-8324.

American Legion Post will meet
American Legion Post ff73 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee Creek Dr. The agenda will focus on
Armed Forces Day breakfast, Memorial Day program, election of
officers and amending the post by-laws. All veterans are welcome
to attend. For information call Post Commander Amos McCarty at
293-1320.

Go Green!

DONATIOI,
Pleasant G
the class, 1
Calloway C
and .Justin

Go Stainless!

Co to Heritage Rank and sign up for free checking and get this slick set of three Subzere stairdes.s steel
drink bottles!' At the heart of Heritage hank is a imucens fin people. places. and the planet. To prove our
point.
C

we're offering

this high quality set of"greed stainless steel drink bottles when yi)11 open A free checking account.
And don't forget to sign up for online banking, e-staternents and e-notices, too! Co green all the way!

HERITAGEBANK
WWW.BANKWITHHERITAGE.COM
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Ronnie and Sue Sills in 1960

Mary Elisabeth Gandy of Union City, Tenn., and Alan Brian
Chase of Murray were united in marriage on Saturday, October 17. 2(11)9 at the ('hatillon-DeMenil Mansion in historic
downtown St. Louis, Mo.
The bride is the daughter of Dr. William 0. Murray and
the late Wanda Brown Murray of Union City, Tenn.
The groom is the son of Jan and John Fuqua of Murray
and Jeff and Nancie Chase of Rockford, Mich.
The matron of honor was Kelly Medling of Memphis, Tenn.
The best man was Josh Hogsed of Holly Springs, N.C.
A reception followed the ceremony.
The bride is the granddaughter of the late William and
• Martha Murray of Newbem, Tenn., and Arthur and Nora Brown
of Hombeak, Tenn. She is a graduate of University of Tennessee at Martin and is attending Logan College of Chiropractic.
The groom is the grandson of Johnny and Carolyn Reagan 1
of Murray, and the late Harold and Geneva Chase of Marion,
III. He is a graduate of UT Martin and is attending Logan
College of Chiropractic.
The couple is now residing in Chesterfield, Mo.

Ronnie and Sue Sills will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, May
2, 2010, from 2 p.m.to 4 p.m. at Glendale
Road Church of Christ. All friends and family are iniated. The couple requests that your
presence be gift enough.
Mr. and Mrs. Sills were married May 7,
1960, at the home of Gene and Juanita
Barrow, sister of the bride. Their attendants
were Wayne Mathis, brother of the bride.
and Brenda Elkins and Bonnie St. John,

Ronnie and Sue Sills in 2010
friends of the bride.
Mr. Sills is the son of the late Gilbert
Sills and Opal Sills Kemp. Mrs. Sills is the
daughter of the late Cum and Edith Mathis.
They have two children, Dana Sills and
Pam Harper and husband, Dewayne. Three
grandchildren are Cody Hart, Kyle Harper
and Darby Harper; and one great-granddaughter is Halley Jade Harper.
Mr. Sills served in the United States Air
Force for over 20 years. They were stationed

Pantry items needed

531.1./ [79-nnouncemeni

Need Line has issued a new
list of items needed to replenish
the pantry for the clients. They
are canned pasta, salmon or
tuna, canned chicken, baking
mix or flour, corn meal. macaroni & cheese and oatmealkeraal for pantry; eggs, frozen meat
and vegetables and fresh fruits
and vegetables for freezer/cooler: dish liquid, toilet papti,
shampoo, bleach, diapers size 4
and 5, razors, soap and toothpaste for personal hygiene and

Mountain bike race to
be held Sunday at LBL
GOLDEN POND, Ky.
Wood-n-Wave will sponsor a
, mountain bike race for all ages
• ,on Sunday. April 25, at Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Area.
The White Lightning X-C
, Mountain Bike Race is sane.- tioned by the National Off-Road
••Bicycling
Association
•. I NORBA). The event will cover
.11 miles of varied terrain along
' Canal Loop Trail, located at
LBL's northern tip. Race lengths
vary from 2 miles to 33 miles.

Races are scheduled throughout
the day, with the first race
beginning at 9 a.m. The event
will be divided, based on experience, into several different
classes and distances.
Participants can
register
Friday, April 23 from 2 p.m. to 6
p.m at Wood-N-Wave in Grand
Rivers, and on-site at LBL's
Kentucky Lake Scenic Drive on
race day, from 7 p.m. to 9 a.m.
For early online registration.
visit www.woodnwave.com and
follow the links.

in several states as well as two tours of
Germany, where both of their children were
born. After retiring from the Air Force, Mr.
Sills worked and retired from the Lockheed
Martin Plant in 1998.
Mrs. Sills continues to be a homemaker
as she has been at each place they were stationed during their 20 years of service in the
Air Force. They currently enjoy spending
time with family and friends, church activities and traveling when possible.

cleaning supplies; Poptarts, single serve size cereal bars, pudding cups, juice boxes, lunch
size brown paper bags, peanut
butter or cheese crackers for the
Back-Pack Program for children.
These items may be taken to
the Need Line building at 638
South Fourth St.. Murray.
between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m..
Monday through Friday. For
information call 753-6333.

Wesley Lane Suiter
Brooke and Kevin Suiter of Murray are the parents of a son.
Wesley Lane Suiter, born on Thursday, April I, 2010, at 5:52 p.m
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 9 pounds 3 ounces and measured 22 1/4 inches.
Grandparents are Marilyn Houston and the late Leslie Houston
and Gary and Marylan Suiter. all of Murray.
A great-grandmother is Frankie Feagin of Almo.

Reunion
planned

Thursday at
way County
ild or young
plain Kerry
4.

Josh Johnson. Krista Crass, Brenda Wright and Chad Cochran

In connection with the
Centennial of Boy Scouts of
America, the Local Boy Scout
Council will have a reunion for
all Boy Scout Alumni at Camp
Roy C. Manchester, Benton, on
Sunday. April 25 from 1 p.m. to
4 p.m.
There is no cost for the event
and guests are invited. Anyone
with historical items related to
local scouting is encouraged to
bring them to the reunion.
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Chad Cochran and team invite you to come and celebrate their

Grand Opening April 22, 2010
from 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Ribbon Cutting Ceremony will be held at 1:30 p.m.
We encourage you to stop by and meet Chad and his team in
their new office located at North Pointe Professional Office Par4
— Refreshments Will Be Served

4111

North Pointe Office Park
1712 S.R. 121 N. Suite A
761-LIFE(5433)• chadcochran.com

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*
Photo provtded

DONATION MADE: Ronnie Jackson, teacher of the Tri-M Sunday School
Class of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church, presented a donation for Project Graduation
from
the class, to Megan Parks, senior at Calloway County High School. Also graduating
from
Calloway County High School from South Pleasant Grove are Andrew Coles, Nathan
Erwin
and Justin Pittman. Tn-M Class members are pictured in the background.

MEET THE CANDIDATE
HOWARD DUNCAN

Visit us Earth Day, April 22, 2010

MEET er GREET

Receive an erflusive VIETRIet with a $15011ETR1purrhase,
available during this cekbration while supplies last.

Sat. April 24th' 11 a.i. - 1 p.m.
Weaks Community Cehter

4*

Murray, KY
Hellion/in._
111 r)tod things tropeliton

MEET 6- GREET
Sat. April 24th.3
- 6 pm.
Filly Vale Smith Farms
Kirksey, KY

N Pith Street Murray, hY tio7
759-i IOU

Mon-Fri loam-apm Sat toam-rpm
intagerose.com

Ao c1111.2

vv I rCh"PIT

\ 17C)

Zefreshmehts 6-Food Served.
N._11.110_A ,115

PAID FOR BY HOWARD DUNCAN
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Peppers Chevy, Cadillac,
Buick GMC,Pontiac

/

c)1241fl(

4112
Laitra.

2010 CHEVY
MALIBU LS
11

Stk
ATC00052
• 30 MPG Hwy
• Power Windows & Locks
- Keyless Remote Entry
• xkl Radic

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebates

$22,725
- 1.003
-3,000

'185722*

Your
Price

4:22010 CHEVY SILVERADO
2WD EXT. CAB IT
• Power Dover Seat
• 5 3L V8 Engine
• Trailenng Package
• Heavy Duty Cooling

Stk
*GT0070

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebates

$31,675
- 2.713
-4000

'24 962*

Your
Price

2010 CHEVY
HHR LT
Stk
oGT0004
• Chrome Package
• Sunroof
• Fog Lamps
• Rear Spoiler

MSRP
Peppers Discount
Rebates

$23.630
- 1.142
-2,500

'
19 988*

ilZucre

5

'Some Customers May Qualify
For Additional Rebates."
SEE DEALER FOR DETAILS
Si:Owner •Price is plus tax, title & license and after all manufacturer's rebates
and factory to dealer incentives $149 doc tee included Photos for
illustration purposes only
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

/74-PP4ieg
V F.CS,

Peppers Toyota

PEPPERS: DODGE,
CHRYSLER, JEEP. RAM
•at'SALES o°

&FISH FRY
i*
EVE
T SPti"-‘'EVENT
VivN
CEO 2010 Toyota Camry LE
Stk #1C0118

41/10W

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Toyota Rebate

$22.850
- 1,351
- 1,000

dew 2010Dodge Rain 1500STRe . Cab 2WD
%1NRP

(21)2010 Tacoma Access Cab Pickup
Ste #70273

$22,464
- 1,200

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Auto.. 4 Cyl..
2 WD. Value Pkg

17,991*

Stk
11TCO237

4201k

<ED sfrwigsae, $22,128*

Ste eTT024:

MSRP
$28.860
Peppers Disc - 2,200
Toyota Rebate - 1,000

Auto.,
4.6 L., V8
Tundra
Grade.
2 WD

CM/ 2010 Toyota Corolla LE
Stk. #100212

%UMW

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Toyota Rebate
Smug Sate

$18,260
- 1,261
- 1,000

2010 Dodge Avenger R/T

eCC0100

• I.,ather
• PW

• PL
• TIC

MSRP
$25.290
Peppers Disc
-1,322
Mfg. Rebate
-- 1,000
Red Dot Special
500
Mini Van Pledge Rebate
SOO

*"

•
.;55

Stk. aCT(X181

/10Q000

• 1.
.

• Si... • ANtw,wci)

4311, 2010 Dodge Challenger Rallye
MSRP
Peppers Disc

www pepperstoyora COT

24201 Wood St Paris TN •1-800-32S-3229 .731-642-3900

$27.17
-2,18')

24,986'

Stk OCC0069

IC10.000

• V-6
• PIW
• PL

• AM/F.Wit
• Alum Whl

IlielOur: 'Al pros Pus W.Mk area Ouse ataftonal Rebates*PON St4t,
PO=or* CtosTer.
at Do*an mouse trailens,
Rebate In Iseu o16060110/fIlap8ors

"Whatever it takes, we want to he your car or truck company

'''t-PPEAt7Y

CI.t M

ir7,CD/

24006 Wood St •Paris
642-5661 •1-600 748 8816

Jeep

as/4M

Peppers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2009 Chevrolet Cobalt LT
38,000 Miles,
TIC, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #P7483

2009 Mercury Sable Premier

2009 Chevrolet HHR LT

26,000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL,
CD, Chrome Wheels,
Moonroof.
Stk. #CP766

13,000 Miles,
TIC, PW/PL, CD, Chrome
Wheels.
Stk. #CP7458

$113,997*
2006 Volkswagen Beetle
58,000 Miles
Automatic, Leather,
Moonroof.
Stk. #P7441

$111,998*

2009 Jeep
Wrangler Sahara

2006 Chevrolet Malibu IS
38,000 Miles,
TIC, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #P7490

10,000 Miles, TIC. PW. PL, CD, Automatic.
Stk. #GT0122B

12,669

2008 Chevrolet Impala LT

2008 Mazda MX-5 Convertible

43,000 Miles,
TIC, PW, PL, CD, Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #GT0122B

111616041k_ i si6976*

$13,996*
2008 Saturn Vue Redline
45,000 Miles,
Leather, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7427

2008 Ford Mustang
30,000 Miles.
T/C, PW, PL, CD,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7486

47,000 Miles,
Moonroof, Heated
Leather, Satellite Radio.
Stk. #P7424

$16,896*
2006 Pontiac Vibe
56,000 Miles,
TIC, PW, PL, CD.
Stk #CP779

2009 Toyota Canny LE
30,000 Miles,
TIC, PW. PL, CD.
Stk #P7421

By TOM
Spot
For a Calk
hitting well
struggling to t
ing the most o
been the favc
versation at pi
Against
Murray on
Boggess seiz

PREP B

Tiget

-"-

$21 968-

You Get 2 Years Free Service
Provided by Toyota with
Purchase of All New Toyotas

PE-PPE;ecc

•,AM/F-A1 Cl)
• Alum. Wheels

44111k 2010Dodge Grand Caravan SE

5

Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company.

$22,470
- 1.972
2.00(1
-50(1

17,998'

100.000

15 999'

Disclaimer: •Price includes doc tee 013,149 00. taxes. tine and license are addit,onal
Photos tor illustration purposes only
"With approved Toyota Financial Services Credit

100.00C

• PS113

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg. Rebate
SEBC

$23.878
- 1,000
- 750

EZUD 2010 Toyota Tundra Obi. Cab PU

Auto.,
4 Cyl.,
6 Disc. CD

• AAVFAVCD
•.11C

6 to Choose
$22,264'
From
*
144 Sd.

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Toyota Rebate

Stk ICT0107

5
• Vo
• Auto.

CID 2010 Toyota Prius Hybrid
Auto.
Pkg II

$21.510
2,019
- 500

l'rlapers Disc
\ -6 Disc.

$19,99W

Auto.,
4 Cyl.

4:0)

tom peppersautomotive corn
04.211Woad St Parts TN
1-800 325 3179.731 642 3900

ExPires
"30.10

16,000 Miles,
TIC, PW, PL. CD.
12 Passenger.
Stk. #P7444

'Disclaimer All pri es plus lax tele and license additional 1149 doe fee included Some photos for illustration Purpose,
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PREP SOFTBALL: CALLOWAY CO.6, MURRAY 0
2WD

Seizing the day
BOGGESS DELIVERS SIX RBI, FUTRELL TOSSES
ONE-HITFER TO LIFT CALLOWAY OVER RIVALS
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By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
For a Calloway County team
hitting well for average but
struggling to drive in runs, making the most of opportunities has
been the favored topic of conversation at practice.
Against crosstown rival
Murray on Tuesday, Kristin
Boggess seized her moment,

PREP BASEBALL

Tigers rally
from six-run
deficit, sweep
Marshall

breaking a two-run game wide
open with a sixth-inning grand
slam.
The junior catcher took a
changeup over the heart of the
plate and smacked it over the
center field wall at Lady Tiger
Field, sending her team to a 6-0
victory and helping the Lady
Ulcers stay alive for the 4th
District's No. I seed.

"When you get opportunities,
when your time comes, you've
got to take advantage of those
opportunities," said Calloway
coach Troy Webb, whose team
improved to 8-7 overall and I-1
in the district.
"Kristin did that. It was a
good pitch, and she laid on it
and showed her power. It was a
big at-bat when we needed it and

4T1 DIITNICT
STANDINGS(Si
School
Marshall County
Calloway County
Murray

Dia(Overall)
1-0 (19-8)
I -1 (8-7)
0-1 (5-4)

that's what we've talked about."
111 See SOFTBALL 10A

Alt;

TOMMY DILLARD I Le,iger & Times
Kristin Boggess (third from right) arrives at home plate
after hitting a grand slam in the sixth inning Tuesday to
propel Calloway County to a 6-0 win over Murray at Lady
Tiger Field.

PIAVIER, PROMILIE

MLB: ARIZONA 9,
ST. LOUIS 7

Back
on
Track

CALLOWAY NOHITS CCA,

DIAMONDBACKS
RALLY TO BEAT
CARDS;
END SKID

HITS TWO GRAND
SIA MS
Staff Report
Murray entered the bottom
of the seventh inning trailing
4th District rival Marshall
County 7-1 on Tuesday.
The Tigers left it with an 8-7
victory at Ty Holland Stadium.
sweeping the Marshals in a
Monday-Tuesday series and
improving to 3-0 in the district.
Terrell Buck scored the winning run after Sawyer Lawson
advanced to first base on a
dropped third strike. Buck bolted for home when the Marslialg .
threw to first in an attempt to
out Lawson, then slid under the
return throw to the plate.
David Vinson got the rally
s•arted with a one-out single,
then Brock Downey and Aron
Sweeney drew con secuti v e
walks. All three scored on a
Tanner Richerson double.
The Marshals then walked
three consecutive
batters
allowing Richerson to score
and loading the bases for
Christian Duncan. who singled.
scoring Ian Heskett and Austin
Adams to tie the game.
Downey pitched all seven
innings and earned the win, surrendering nine hits. The Tigers
committed two errors to
Marshall County's three.
The game was scoreless
through the first three innings
before Marshall broke through
with one run in the fourth and
two in the fifth.
Murray plated its first run of
the game in the bottom of the
fifth when Lawson scored on a
Richerson line out.
Marshall broke the game
open with four runs in the top
of the seventh off two doubles.
Interview & Photos by Michael Dann
Calloway Co. 25,
Community Christian 0
Megan McKinney, Andrea
Calloway County disman- Downer and Joyce Trus — three
Ledger & Times: In regards to
tled Community Christian in seniors on the Murray State the Ohio
Valley Conference, is
five innings Tuesday in women's golf team -- all there more pressure,
less presPaducah. tossing a no-hitter and acknowledge that, sooner or sure or no pressure at all
to
hitting two grand slams.
later, the ride is over
repeat?
Austin Hargrove and Garrett
The only problem is the trio
Megan McKinney: I think
Cowen combined to no-hit the of linksters aren't ready to get there's inure pressure. just
Warriors while Dylan Dwyer off yet. The MSU women will because we have an older team
and Grant Williams delivered take to the links at Dickson. and we're very experienced, and
grand slams as the Lakers Tenn., starting Thursday in the with all the talent we have, we
improved to 8-9 overall and 2-0 Ohio
Valley
Conference should be able to defend our
Women's Golf Championships at title. That's easy to say, but we
in the 4th District.
The Lakers put together 15 Greystone Golf Course as the have to go out there and execute.
hits, scoring two runs in the incumbent OVC Champions
Andrea Downer: I think this
first inning, seven in the sec- with hopes and aspirations of year we will have more compeond, five in the third, seven in being the first repeat winner al tition from teams like Morehead
Murray State since the 2003- State and I do know that in order
the fourth and four in the fifth.
for us to defend our title, we're
Calloway cleared its bench 2004 season.
In order to do so. the Racers going to have to go out there and
early as every player saw
will have to battle their way play our best.
action.
Joyce True: We can definitely
Hargrove
tossed
three against familiar OVC foes like
innings and earned the win. Austin Peay, Eastern Kentucky, win, like Andrea said, if we play
striking out two, while Cowen Jacksonville State and the our best. We only lost one playnewest name to the bunch, er from last year's team
Morehead State, which is just in (Bethany Yates). so we practiIn See BASEBALL. 10A
its third year of golf
cally have the same team.
The three took time to talk
DISTRICT
about what it takes to repeat and
LAM Aside from the X's and
what feelings they will have if O's of golf, how much do you
STANDINGS
Dist (Overall) this is their last round of com- girls think that experience will
School
petitive golf as a Racer in a play a factor?
Murray
3-0 (11-7)
question and answer session
AD: It will play a factor. We
Calloway lA,urily
2-0 (8-9)
with the Murray Ledger & know what it takes now to win
Marshall County
0-2(8-10)
Times.
Community Christ. 0-3(3-8)
See MSU, 10A

Andrea Downer
Megan McKinney
Joyce Trus
Seniors - Racer - Golf A

4Th

Angela McGahee (top) shares a laugh with Lyndsay
Ottosen as the two prepare with the rest of the Murray
State women's tennis team at the Purcell Courts earlier
this week.

PHOENIX (AP) — Pitcher
Dan Haren wouldn't let an off- "
night on the mound slow him down at the plate.
Haren had a career-high four,.
hits to overcome a shaky stmt.
and
help
the
ArizoniDiamondbacks beat the St. Louis
Cardinals 9-7 on Tuesday night.
He tied a franchise record for
pitchers with his four hits, set.
twice by former Diamondback,
.
Micah Owings. The last majoeftl:
league pitcher to get four hits ilk!,
a game was the C'hicago CubsSr-::
Carlos Zambrano on May
2008.
Haren (2-h gave up seven
runs and nine hits in six innings,
retiring the last six Cardinals he :7
faced. The Diamondbacks broke
a five-game losing streak.
"The team needed a win and 1 f,
did whatever I could," Haren
said. "It was hard to go out there
with that lineup having given up
seven runs. I'd be lying if I told :1
you that didn't creep into my
head, am I going to give up 12
runs? But I did what I could."
Kelly Johnson had three doubles and Mark Reynolds had a
three-run homer off Mitchell
•1
Boggs (0-1).
Ryan Ludwick homered twice `.0
and Albert Pujols added a solo
shot for the Cardinals, all off Si
Haren.
is
The Diamondbacks trailed 2vs
0, 4-2 and 7-5 before Reynolds'
homer in the fourth inning gave
•!.
them the lead for good.
"Nice to answer like we did."
Johnson said. "We haven't done
that in the past week and that's
nice, that's huge."
Sr. Louis starter Kyle Lohse
gave up seven runs and eight hits 's
in three-plus innings. He walked
four. Leading 4-2. Lohse retired
the first two Diamondbacks in
the third before walking two.
Gerardo Parra doubled to rightcenter field for two runs batted
in, and after another walk Haren
bounced a two-run single to left
for a 5-4 Arizona lead.
"I told Danny after the game
that I thought he played as complete a game as I'd ever seen." •
Arizona manager A.J. Hinch
said, admitting that he needed
Haren to keep going up to bat .
because the Diamondbacks have
only a four-position player .
bench.
"I didn't have the command I
wanted," Lohse said. "The ball
was coming out fine, the velocity was fine I just didn't make
quality pitches."
The Cardinals took the lead
again on Brendan Ryan's tworun tnple in the fourth off Haren,
one of five hits in the inning. _
The Diamondbacks turned the game over to their struggling
bullpen, and it delivered. Juan
Gutierrez, who came in with a •
9.00 earned run average, pitched
two scoreless innings, and Chad
Qualls (8.44) struck out two in:,
the ninth for his second save oil:
the season.
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• The MHS volleyball team
will host a fundraiser at Backyard
Burgers froni 4-9 p.m. today.
Fans are encouraged to put their
receipt in the box at the counter.

.014CCIPFt/ EtCPA IFE4.
Sponsored Bs

*Mr

The Insurance Center of NIurra

111111111m

Business •Home•Car•Health • Lib'
"Your 'mire than one company agency....

•Baseball
David King

From Page 9A
pitched the final two.
Dwyer finished 2-for-2 with
a grand slam and a double
while Logan Burks was 3-for-3
with a double and two singles.
Cowen went 2-for-3 while
Garrett Schwettman was 2-for2 and Tyler Greer went 2-for-3.
Calloway returns to action
on Thursday at the Kentucky
Lake Invitational, which they
are co-hosting with Marshall
County.
The Lakers will face Henry
County (Tenn.) at 6:30 p.m.

1300 Johnson Blvd.•270-753-8355
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

American League Standings
All Times CDT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
New York
10 3 769
-Tampa Bay
10 4 714 1,2
Tronto
9 6 600
2
B ,ston
5 9 357 51.2
Baltimore
13 133
9
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
".1-inesota
10 4'14
[ ,etroit
7 7 500
3
ie veland
6 7 462 3 12
i,icago
5 9 357
5
Kansas City
5 9 357
5
West Division
W
L Pct GB
Aik;and
9 6 600
,s Angeles
8
7 533
1
Soattle
8
7 533
1
Texas
5 8 385
3

•MSU
From Page 9A
now. The last round last year
was the most crucial one and we
won, so we know coming down
the last three holes, what we
have to do to win.
IT: We have experience and
know how to execute the shots.
It's all a mindset at this point.
We just have to trust what we
are doing.
PAM: We are the oldest team
in the conference with just three
seniors and we've all been
together for at least the last three
years. so we know what each
other's strengths and weaknesses are. We stick together and are
supportive of each other and
trust our games.
UT: Even though golf is, in
many regards. an individual
sport, how much team effort is
out there on the golf course?
PAM: Truthfully, I have no
idea what anyone else is doing at
MICHAEL DANN / Liqer & Times
the time unless Velvet tell us. So
Tennessee defensive end William Hayes
if we have three holes to play
was part of the The Titans Caravan XIII
and we're down a couple, I kind
that made a stop in Murray at the Lodge
of like to know what everyone
of Murray Steak and Seafood House.
else is doing, just so I know
Others that joined were Titans mascot Twhat I need to do. If you are on
Hac, the "Voice of the Titans" Mike
a par-5 and you have a shot at
Keith, Titans Radio Gameday Host Larry
the green and you're up by
Stone and other Titans staff members.
three, there's no need to go for
it, unless you just have to. It all
depends. but most of us have no
idea what each other is doing.
AD: Yeah, there's no way of
throwing a little screwball."
knowing out there what each From Page 9A
other is doing. You have to just
Murray got a strong pitching
In addition to her grand slam.
do what you can do and then Boggess accounted for all six of performance as well from surwhen we get in-then we know Calloway's RBI, supporting a prise starter Tayler Alvey.
With everyone in attendance
how we did as a team.
stellar outing by senior pitcher
at Lady Tiger Field expecting to
IT: We have LiveScoring so Ashton Futrell.
it's easier for Velvet to be able to
Futrell came within an eye- see senior hurler Chelcie
tell us, and if she sees we have to lash of a no-hitter, surrendering Winchester take the circle.
risk a few shots to win, then just one single on a bunt by Julia Booth elected to go with Alvey
instead.
that's what we have to do.
Curtis in the fifth inning.
She surrendered two runs
The outing was her second
LIT: The three of you, being gem in as many games after she through five and one-thirds
seniors, has the thought entered held Clarksville (Tenn.) to just innings before turning the game
over to Winchester in the sixth.
your mind yet that this could be one run on Friday.
"I thought about (starting
your last tournament?
On Tuesday, she utilized a
IT: Yes, and 1 definitely want strong changeup and threw a Alvey) all night," said Booth. "I
to do my best. We have all prac- multitude of first-pitch strikes to knew they were expecting
Chelcie, so I figured we'd throw
ticed as hard as we could leading get ahead of hitters.
up to this week and, if it is our
"My dad is my pitching Tayler. I wanted to throw her
last, then I can walk away know- coach, and he's always taught just through the first nine and
ing I had a good expenence. It me to throw the first pitch a bring Chelcie in, but she pitched
has to be over sometime.
strike," she said. "I was able to so well. I figured I'd just continAD: It'll be sad if it is our last get ahead of them in the count a ue to use her."
Alvey didn't get any support
one. We all want to get back to lot today."
the regionals and have been
Not known as a strikeout from her offense, however.
Despite managing just one
placticing so hard to try and pitcher, Futrell fanned five on
make that dream a reality.
Monday. continuing Calloway's hit, the Lady Tigers did have
PAM: I've spent my last four stretch of dominance over their opportunites. Two runners
years here, and to know this Murray hitters - the Lady reached on errors, while two
week might be my last week Lakers have now shut out the more reached on a walk and a hit
makes me sad. The last four Lady Tigers in three consecutive batsmen.
According to Booth, his
years have gone by really fast games.
and when Andrea and I were
According to Webb, Futrell is squad is yet to develop a will to
younger. we had a great group of currently pitching some of the win -something he saw
Boggess deliver for Calloway.
seniors (Christi Baron and best softball of her career.
"The grand slam, that was a
Lauren Hughes). We watched
"Her ERA is under one, she's
them cry on their last day and throwing strikes, and she isn't heck of an at bat," he said. "She
now that I think about it. I think walking anybody." he said. "It waited on her pitch. and she
'Oh no. that's going to be me.' seems like her velocity's up, and crushed it. That's what I need
It's flown by.
she's got a little wrinkle-she's my girls to do.
"Bottom line, I need my sen-

Monday's Games
Tampa Bay 8 Boston 2
Toronto 8 Kansas City 1
L A Angels 2 Detroit 0
Seattle 8. Baltimore 2
Tuesday's Games
Toronto 4. Kansas City 3
Boston 7. Texas 6
kl,nnesota 5 Cleveland 1
Chicago White Sox 4, Tampa Bay 1
L A Angels 6 Detroit 5
N Y Yankee,-, 7 Oakland 3
Seattle 3 B tin-iore
Wednesdays Games
Kansas City (Greinke 0-21 at Toronto
(Marcum 0-1). 11 37 am
Texas (Harrison 0-1) at Boston (Beckett
1-0). 6 10 p m
Cleveland ID Huff 1-1) at Minnesota
(Lilian° 1-01 710 p.m.
Tampa Bay 1W Davis 0-1) at Chicago
White Sox (Buetirle 2-1). 7.10 p.m
Detroit (Bonderman 1-1) at L.A Angels
(Jer Weaver 2-0). 9.05 pm
NV Yankees (P Hughes 1-0) at
Oakland (Sheets 1-0), 905 p m.
Baltimore (Millwood 0-21 at Seattle
(F Hernandez 1-0) 9 10 p.m
Thursday's Games
Cleveland (Talbot 1-1) at Minnesota
(S Baker 2-1) 12 10 p m
N Y Yankees (Sabathia 2-0) at Oakland
(Braden 2-0). 2 35 p m
Texas (C Wilson 0-1) at Boston
(Buchholz 1.1) 6 10 p m
Tampa Bay (J Shields 1-0) at Chicago
White Sox (Pearly 0.0). 7 10 p m
Detroit (Verlander 0-1) at LA Angels
(Saunders 1-2). 9 05 p m

TITANS[ARAM

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Atlanta
8 5 615
Philadelphia
8 5 615
-Florida
8 6 571
1,2
Washington
7 7 500 1112
New York
6 8 129 2 112
Central Division
W L Pct GB
St Louis
9 5 643
Pittsburgh
7 6 538 1 12
Milwaukee
6 7 462 2 1 12
Cincinnati
6 8 429
3
Chicago
5 9 357
4
Houston
4 9 308 4 1(2
West Division
W
L Pct GB
San Diego
8 6 571
San Francisco
8 6 571
Colorado
7
7 500
I
Los Angeles
6 7 462 1 12
Arizona
6 8 429
2

Monday's Games
Washington 5, Colorado 2
N V Mets 6. Chicago Cubs 1
SL
i Louis 4. Arizona 2
Sanioggo
Die 3, San Francisco 2 10
Tuesday's Games
Colorado 10. Washington 4
Milwaukee 8 Pittsburgh 1
N V Mets 4 Chicago Cubs 0
Cincinnati 11. LA Dodgers 9
Atlanta 4 Philadelphia 3. 10 innings
Houston 7. Florida 5
Anzona 9 St Louis 7
San Diego 1. San Francisco 0
Wednesday's Games
San Francisco (Wellemeyer 0-2) at San
Diego (Garland 0-2). 5 35 ID m
Colorado (Hammel 0-1) at Washington
(Lannan 1-11, 605 pm
Milwaukee (Gallardo 0-2) at Pittsburgh
(Duke 2-0). 6-05 p m
Chicago Cubs (Silva 1-0) at N V Mets
10 Perez 0-1) 610 p m
LA Dodgers (Kuroda 1-0) at Cincinnati
(Harang 0-2). 6.10 p.m
Philadelphia (Halladay 3-0) at Atlanta
(T Hudson 1-0). 6-10 p.m
Florida (Jo Johnson 1-1) at Houston
(Horns 1.1). 7-05 p m
St Louis (Carpenter 2-0) at Arizona
a49p
ys rn
-l):
(E Jacksoniu
Thursdays Games
Milwaukee (Wolf 1-1) at Pittsburgh
do
ulco
h,emneO
orcaC
ne
-11,
C
IDoiM
,31-10.
/35t am
Washington
IL Hernandez 2-01. 3 35 p m
Chicago Cubs (Gorzelanny 0-1) at N
Mets (J Santana 1.1). 6 10 p m
L A Dodgers (Padilla 1-1) at Cincinnati
ILeake 0-0), 6 10 p m
Philadelphia (Moyer 1-11 at Atlanta
ID Lowe 3-01. 6 10 p m
Florida (A Sanchez 0-1) at Houston
(F Paulin° 0-1). 7 05 p m

•Softball

iors to step up in a game like that
and will something to happen.
We don't have that will to win
right now, and until we do. we'll
be mediocre."
Calloway
pulled
ahead
immediately out of the gates on
Monday, getting a lead-off double from Jackie Metcalf in the
first inning and scoring on a
Boggess groundout.
Metcalf was 2-for-3 with
three runs scored, continuing her
solid play at the top of
Calloway's lineup. where Webb

says she is likely to remain even
after the full-fledged return of
last year's leadoff hitter. Alyssa
Cunningham.
Cunningham got her first
start of the season on Tuesday,
serving as designated hitter and
hitting in the four-spot.
She went I -for-4 with a single in the top of the sixth inning.
After four scoreless innings.
Calloway broke through with
another run in the sixth when
Metcalf led off with a single to
left field, then advanced to sec-

ond on an error.
She scored on a Boggess single up the middle, giving the
Lady Lakers a 2-0 lead.
Calloway loaded the bases
after Cunningham's hit and a
walk of Brittany Fox, but Curtis
got Murray out of the jam, fielding a ground ball, stepping on
third base and firing a rocket
across the diamond to Emily
Benson at first to complete the
double play.

Deep Satisfaction. Lasting Enjoyment.

Racer Football Presents

"Future Racer Combine"
Sat., April 24•9:30 am-1 pm
Roy Stewart Stadium
For Elementary Boys and Girls • Ages 5-12
kids, come out and compete in NFL Countdown activ• •
like the 40 yd. dash, Vertical Leap, Agility Drills
and Skill Testing.

There will also be Free Food, Inflatables,
1-Shirts, Give-Aways. and the chance to
Meet Racer Football Players and Coaches.
Breds' Baseball vs. Eastern Blinois
@ 1 pm - Johnny Regan Field

st Stock various colors of tv-ergiiiii Composite
decking as well as handrails by Tam-Raile.

For All Your Composite Decking Needs
& Vinyl Handrails Visit Jason
at...

[Entire event is Free of Charge including
the baseball game.

Call 809-3369 for more details.

104 Maple St.• Murray • 270-753-3161
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SECTION B

Special to the Ledger
Murray -Calloway
Endowment for Healthcare is
pleased to announce a gift in the
amount of $50,0(81 from the
Parker Family to name the
Emergency Department in the
new South Tower. In recognition
of the gift. Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will name the
emergency department in honor
of John and Judy Parker.
More than 16.0(X) patients
will be seen in MurrayCalloway County Hospital's
Emergency Department this
year, this state-of-the-art, new
emergency department is located in the South Tower of MCCH
and has 24-hour coverage by
physician's and emergency
department staff.
"We are grateful for people
ovided like the Parkers who value
Pictured are board members and employees of Murray Electric along with Judge Executive
Murray-Calloway
County
Larry Elkins, Keith Bailey. CEO of MCCH. and Keith Travis. VP of Institutional Development.
Hospital." said Keith Travis,
Vice President of Institutional
Development. "With their gift
we are able to ensure that additional people receive the comSpecial to the Ledger
of Murray Electric and the serv- other giving opportunities avail- passionate care
they need."
Murray Electric Systems ices they provide for our comThe Emergency Department
able with the Murray-Calloway
pledged on behalf of their Board munity members."
Endowment for Healthcare, of Murray Hospital has special
of Directors and its employees.
meaning to the Parker family.
If you are interested in learnplease contact Keith Travis, VP The physician's
over $8.5(10 worth of services to
and nurses in
ing more about how you can
of Institutional Development at the Emergency Department
the future Hospice House,
have personally cared for severwhich will total $17.18.10 when support the Hospice House or 762-1908.
al Parker family members, and
matched by an anonymous
the family has been very gratedonor. Murray Electric will be
ful
for the care they've received
donating installation fees for all
over the years.
12 hospice patient rooms, and
The gift from the Parker
the annual service of S1.5181.
Family is a lead gift for the
"The Murray Electric System
Murray-Calloway Endowment
Board of Directors and employfor Healthcare. In recognition of
ees are honored to assist the
the Parker's generosity, the new
department will be named the
Murray-Calloway Endowment
John
and
Judy
Parker
in its worthy efforts to establish
Emergency Department in their
a hospice residence in Murray.
honor.
This will be a tremendous benefit for patients and their families
as they struggle with life ending
situations," said MES General
Manager Tony Thompson.
"It's always exciting to partner
HAWKINS TEAGUELedger & Times
with businesses in our community who support the need for a VOLUNTEER LUNCHEON: Retiring Angels Attic manager
Hospice House in our area." Jan Basile "crowned" Green Bailey as the Volunteer of the
said Keith Travis. VP of Year Monday at the annual Angels Attic Volunteer Luncheon
Institutional Development. "We in Hazel's Magnolia Tea Room. Angels Attic provides about 85
percent of the funding for the Angels Community Clinic.
certainly appreciate the support

MES donates services to Hospice

John and Judy Parker
The Parker Family has been walk-in entrance and the ambuserving the Murray community lance entrance. The waiting area
since they first opened Parker is conveniently located just out-:
Ford in 1928. making 2010 the side of the department. The new
82nd anniversary. Joe, John and Emergency Department also
David Parker have developed features a new trauma/X-ray
Parker Ford into a well-respect- room. allowing cntical patients
ed business that is known for to have immediate access for
their dependability and service necessary imaging.
throughout the area.
Fundraising is ongoing for
We have always appreciated Murray-Calloway
County
the quality healthcare provided Hospital's Endowment for
by the hospital," said Mr. John Healthcare and other naming
Parker "It is our hope that this opportunities are available. The
gift will enable the emergency support of John and Judy Parker,
department to continue its high in whose honor the new
quality care to the community." Emergency
Department is
The
new
Emergency named, is greatly appreciated.
Department
at
MurrayIf you are interested in learnCalloway County Hospital's ing more about naming opportuSouth Tower features 13 private nities available with the Murrayexam rooms. The new facility Calloway
Endowment for
also offers patients and family Healthcare, please contact Keith
members a new, more accessible Travis, VP of Institutional
parking area next to the patient Development at 762-1908.
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We stay up all night to help
cancer patients rest easier.
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Callers to 1.800.ACS.2345 or visitors to www.cancer.org can find cancer
information and support 24 hours a day.

Cancer information specialists are available day and night, answering
questions and offering peace of mind when cancer patients need it most.

Cancer Survivors Network provides an online community with chat rooms
and information resources for survivors and caregivers at www.canter.org.

Your involvement can change a life.
•
RE LAY
FOR uF4

April 30, 2010
7 p.m. to 6 a.m.
MSU Stewart Stadium

www.PrimaryCareMetiCenter.corn
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

i!ENEFICIAL KENTUCKY INC.

By virtue of. Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on March 8, 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $48,321 47, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County. Kentucky
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Fnday, April 2.3, 2010, at the hour of
10:00 a.m., local time. or thereabout, the following described property located irt
Calloway County. Kentucky, with its address being 2753 Radio Road,.klmo,
Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows.
A 0.459 acre tract of land ea surveyed by the firm of Trinity Engineering, Inc., of
Murray. Kentucky. on July 20, 1994. located on the east side of Kentucky
Highway 1824, approximately 7.5 miles North of the City of Murray as measured from the intersection of 12th and Main Streets in Calloway County,
Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a #4 rebar ifou.ncli west of the centerline of Kentucky Highway
1324, 560.6 feet north of the projected centerline of Pleasant Hill Road, and
being the northeast corner of the herein described tract of land and the southeast corner of the Cecil Cleaver Road. Thence South 01 deg 33' 14' west for a
distance of 100.00 feet with the west right-of-way of Kentucky Highway 1824 to
#4 rebar 'set'at the northeast corner of Tract 1, Thence, north 38 deg. 55 15"
west for a distance of 200.00 feet with the newly created North boundary of
Tract 1 to a #4 rebar ,set l; Thence, North 01 deg. 33' 14" east furs distance of
100.00 feet with the newly created east boundary of Tract 1 too 04 rebar lset
on the North boundary of Tract I. game being the northwest corner of the herein
described tract of land, Thence South 38 deg. 55 15" east for a distance of
200.00 feet with the south boundary of Cecil Cleaver to the point of beginning
Together with and subject to covenants, easements and restrictions of record.
Being an all respects the game property conveyed to Jason E Monday by Deed
from Lonnie I) McElwain and Danielle S McElwain, dated April 22, 2003, of
record in Book 484. Page 275. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 30:
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty ,301 days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent i10% i of the purchase pnce and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, hearing interest at 123 per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty
days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any. shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the
property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 26th day of March. 2010
Respectfully submitted
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No, 09-CI-00615
PLAINTIFF,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

Except a portion conveyed to the Commonwealth of Kentucky for right of way
for 121 Highway.
Except a portion sold to Thomas J Smith on 23 April 1948 shown in Deed Book
86, Page 631. same being off of the west side of above tract, and being 95 feet 7on south line and 98 feet on north line, adjoining the school lot
This deed conveys a lot 85 feet east and west
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore cenveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any
Being the same property conveyed to Christopher A Jones and spouse. Tiffany
A Jones. by deed from Landon Barrow, dated August 25, 2006, of record in Book
659, Page 9, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be wild on a cash or credit basis of thirty (30,
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty '30/ days. the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent 10% U of the purchase price and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 123 per
annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable within thirty
days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner. hut the
property shall be .1d subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 26th day of March, 2010
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

All line ads placed in our paper are posted
on our website for free!

Let us combine over forty six years of proven restaurant
success with your experience to a make a new
addition to our restaurant family.

SCOTT ENGLISH, A/KA SCOTT T ENGLISH
ArK/A scorr THOMAS ENGLISH, MITZI G.
ENGLISH, AJKlA MITZI GAYE ENGLISH,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,CITY OF MURRAY,
DEFENDANTS

DEFENDANT'

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 22, 2010, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $140.763.80, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, April 23, 2010, at the hour of
1000 a m.. local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky. with ita address being 1706 Magnolia Drive
Murray. KY, and being more particularly described as follows:
Lot No 4 in Block 13" of Keeneland Subdivision, Unit 1. as shown by the
Amended Plat of record in Plat Book 2, Page 78, in the office of the Clerk of th,
Calloway County Court.

General Managers
Starting Salary
depends on experience
Promotions From Within
Medical & Dental Plan

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
days. but if sold on a credit of thirty i30 days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent 110% of the purchase price and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty
days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes, if any. shall be ascertained and paid by the Commisaioner. but the
property shall be cold subject to the current ad valorem taxes.
This 26th day of March, 2010.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

LEGAL NOTICE
Calloway County Fire-Rescue. Inc. has opened bids
for protective clothing for structural firefighting,
to include coat and pants, helmet, boots, gloves,
mime: hood and suspenders. Bid period is April 14,
/010 to May 19,2010 For consideration, bids must
he received by 1700 hours, Wednesday, May 19,
2010. Bids may be submitted to P() Box 612
Murray. KY 42071 or delivered to the main station
at 101 East Sycamore, Murray, KY.
Bid specifications are available at the main station
For more information, call 1270) 753-4112

GET THIS IX'
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
\I WI
Ker
eitretese iiiiiii

umliervoloir.t oh'

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons arid companoes mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

060
Help Wanted
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PfA.
No phone calls.
HANDYMAN- Prefer
experience in roofing,
plumbing, light electrical & mowing_ Prefer
pick-up truck but must
have reliable transportation Start at
58.00/hr & gas
allowance. Call Nelson
Shroat. (270)752-0201

Excellent Starting Salary
Promotions From Within

Fax:(205) 556-9206
"1.••••••••=MM

060
Help Wield
INVENTORY/PUP
CHASING CLERK
Fast growing industry
has an immediate
full time opening for an
inventory
clerk
Applicant must possess extensive knowledge and experience
in inventory and purchasing. the use and
application
of
Cluickbooks as well as
excellent
computer
skills Professionalism,
good communication
skills and people skills
are a must Please
send
resume
to
Personnel, BB Box 127
co The Paducah Sun.
PO
Box
2300,
Paducah, KY 42002.

When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
inurrayledger corn,.
you will he redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
Hoarser, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnctwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding

STOCK your pond The
Fish Truck will be Wed.
April 28, Murray Henry
Farmers Co-op 10:3011:00.
Murray
Southern States 11:1512:00. Orders.
800-366-2077

Roomate(s) wanted to
share house expenses.
Separate living quarters.
No
lease
required.
270-978-7382.
and Found

BE THE
BIGGEST LOSER
of 2010 Lose Weight,
Win Cash & Prizes &
Have Fun! For only
$35.00 you will receive
12 weeks of personal
coaching, free metabolism test and group
support.To pre-register
call Courtney at
(888) 290-4578
Bring along a friend or
family member!

Call 753-1916
LOST. BORDER
Collie, male. East
Calloway, 280-Hwy

•

Call 978-5818, 293-8462,
227-5736

1:00prn

April
Showers
ring May
Flowers!
Home Delivery
3 me...---$30.00

Botthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following position:
RN afternoon shift Monday - Friday.
We offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package. Must be licensed in
the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at BrItthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOFJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Temporary Horticultural
Agricultural Labor
4-20-10 to 12-05-10 KY#399853
AHLP Assoc. Murray, KY (II) Openings
Farm Laborer'Nursery Laborer
Wage $7.2548.00 14 contract hours
guaranteed, all tools and equipment at no
charge. Housing provided for those beyond
commuting at no cost. Transportation and
subsistence pay after 50% of contract
completed Transport daily to worksite. Apply
for this job at the nearest office of state workforce agency in this state. Using job numbers
above with a copy of this advertisement.
Subject to random drug test at employers cost

Local Mall
ICaller“r1
3 me............$35.O0

1 yr. .....---$105.00
Rest of KY/TN
11Purvear A Ba-hoson

yr..—...

Money Order

Visa

M/C

Name
St. Address
City
I State
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3 me.-.—.—$70.50 3 me...............$75.00
6 rno...—....-4911.110 6 me......_._.$%.00
1 yr.-.....—..31211.00 1 yr. ......-......$143.00
Check

Black tongue
25 lbs,
Fox Meadows
Area,
Fnendly Gretchen

TOM'S Grille is now
hiring
experienced
cooks, dishwashers &
cashiers/hostesses.
Apply in perscn after

LEDGER &TIMES I

(2701227-8225

MISSING ON 4-17-10
YELLOW LAB/CHOW MIX

FULL-TIME NPRN
position available.
Must enjoy working
with the elderly Apply
in person at Fern
Terrace. 1505 Stadium
View Dr EOE

NEEDED experienced
parts person for local
motor sports aealership. Please call
270-753-8078.

I

JUST give us a call,
we'll be goad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times,

HS GRADS Get a
great full-time job!
Good pay, full benefits,
30 days vacation/yr.
reg. raises. No exp
needed, will train. Call
Mon-Fri
1-800-777-6289

the Murray area
job listings 'Thank you.

ARE YOU EXTRAORDINARY?
Close-knot, last paced CPA finn seeking
expenenced multi-tasking bookkeeper
DuickBooks proficiency, expenence in payroll and ,
taxation, and great sense of humor a plus.
Email resume with cover letter and three
references to pbelleffoxcpa.com.
No phone calls or drop-ins

Britth.ave9 of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position. We also offer an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed
in the State of Kentucky
Apply in person at Brrtthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S
Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

ENERGETIC person
for rental property.
Computer experience
with Quicken books.
Light bookkeeping and
housekeeping.
Occasion transportation to Nashville &
back the same day.
$7.55/HR
-.gas allowance Call
752-0201

DISCLAIMER

040
Wanted

Must Pass Background Check

Apply:
At KFC restaurant.
or
Send resumes to:
Attn: Philip Marshall
807 25th Ave E Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
marshalifeimfkfc.com

75,4-911.AS
NOTICE
Advertisers Sr.
requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray
Ledger & Times will
be responsible for
only one Incorrect
Insertion. Any error
should be
reported Immediately so corrections
can be made.

Paid Pdcations
Must Pass Background Check

Assistant Managers and Shift Leaders

Being the same property conveyed to Scott English, and wife, Mitzi G. English
by deed from D'Arina B. Sallin, dated June 3,2005, of record in Book 596, Pacc
278. in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 22, 2010, in the above ranee, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $54,324.79. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. April 23, 2010, at the hour of
1000 am., local time. or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 8077 State Route 121 North,
Murray, KY. and being more particularly described BB follows:
Beginning at a stake in the center of State Highway No 121 at the NW corner
of the C,oldwater School lot, Thence, South with said school lot 137 feet to a
stake. Thence, West in line with garden fence. 180 feet 7 inches tea post;
Thence North with fence for a portion of this line 154-112 feet to a stake in center of said Highway 121. Thence East with said highway 181 feet more or less to
the point of beginning

4

KFC
205 N. 12th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-7101

PLAINTliT

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

JASON E. MUNDAY U.S BANK
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ND
DEFENDANTS.

CHRISTOPHER A. JONES,
TIFFANY A. JONES

"Come Join a Winning Team"
NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS

PLAINTIFF

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

CHASE HOME FINANCE, LLC

Lapel
Nolo

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-C1-0000g

Civil Action No. 09-47I-00524
CHASE HOME FINANCE LLC Successor
he Merger to Chase Manhattan Mortgage Corporation

010
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Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
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Service
Repairs&

759.2

.edger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times
CITY WIDE YARD SALE IS
SATURDAY MAY 1ST/
PLACE YOUR YARD SALE AD

1BR. 1BA, 1.5 Mocks
from MSU. C/H/A, new
windows
$335/mo
Deposit and referenco
required
492-81 ,
970-8412

WITH US TODAY
DEADLINE FOR FRIDAY IS
THURSDAY BEFORE 10 00AM
30 WORDS OR LESS $11.00
31-70 WORDS $18 00
FREE YARD SALE KIT WITH AD

1BR, price reduced
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898

MtpRRAY LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916
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era
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the same day.
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ASSISTANT Direct°
for
General
Accounting,
Department
of
Accounting and
Financial
Services
Position to begin May
2010.
Required
Qualifications.
Bachelor's degree in
accounting. active CPA
certification, and three
years
hands-on experience
with financial statement preparation (this
experience
must
have
been
obtained within the last
live years). Five years
of
experience with general accounting functions
and computenzed general ledger
applications,
may
include three years of
financial
statement
expenence in
this five_ Thorough
understanding of generally
accepted
accounting
pnnciples, GASB and
FASB structure and
guidance. Must be able
to
demonstrate
how
GASB and FASB guidance has been used in
previous work
experiences. Fluent in
Microsoft
Excel.
Excellent oral and written
communication
and
analytical skills. Ability
to complete tasks
under
demanding
time
schedules. Preferred
Qualifications.
Experience in auditing,
governmental
tax
issues. governmental
accounting
and/or
managerial
experience preferred.
Responsibilities:
Coordinate University
audits and prepares
audit work
papers and annual
financial statements.
Help to ensure institution complies
with GASB and appropriate FASB guidance
Routine preparation of
the
following'
Internal
management reports
and financial statements
General
ledger asset and liacithty reconciliatrons
Project and
capital
construction
account reconciliations
Annual 990T
return
Implement and maintain proper financial
and accounting controls. Develop
training and communication of departmental
policies and procedures.
Application Deadline
May 7, 2010 To Apply:
. Visit www.murraystaterobs.comiapplicants/C
entral?quickFind=5046
8 Please attach letter
of application, resume,
copy of a full set of
financial statements
that you have prepared
or helped prepare within the last five years
and
the
names,
addresses and phone
numbers of four professional references .
Women and minorities
are encouraged to
apply. Murray State
University is an equal
education and employment
opportunity,
MiF/D, AA employer

ip

M/C

-

4BR. C/H/A. all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898
4BR, C/1-4/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

150
Midas
For Salo
4 Long Conference
Room Tables (or for
dining, picnic, worktable) great condition,
and 2 workbenches
Good deals Murray
area 510-227-9230
GLASS top pedestal
dining table and hutch.
6 arm chairs. iron &
stone. New $2.000.
asking $600
753-3119.
GOLF carts gas &
electric 293-6430
HOTPOINT side by
side refrigerator/ freezer, white. $250
978-0876
NEW 10x14 portable
home addition extenor
door, window, metal
roof, vinyl siding, interior completely finished
Delivery and set-up.
270-978-0984
portadditions buildersmail_net
PROM dress, size 22
black ve turquoise trim
& beads 270-2277666 or 731-247-3984

STORM
SHELTERS
Starks Bras.
Homes in Benton
or Mayfield KY.
Call
1-800-455.3001
for sizes & prices

Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605 E South 12th St

(270)753-1713

2BR, LOT $8.500
753-6012
270
MIN Homes For Silt
07 Giles 16x70, viny
siding. 2BR, 2BA, like
new. 270-489-2525.
Ness Single N% ides. Payments Starting
Under $250.
Ness Double
wides. Pay ments Starting
Under $399.
93 I -906-3700

We Buy Land
for You. Needs

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
Murray. KY 12071
One and Two
Bedroom Aparinidni,
270-753-8556
1DDI-000-545-1833
Ext. 283
'Cr f i,.a ,thaiy
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage. All appliances
including washer,
dryer, and dishwasher.
$510/mo. 759-5885 or
293 7085.
GREAT
apartment,
close to MSU, quiet
neighborhood
281:1,
1BA, veld included, no
pets. $400/mo Deposit
& leas" required.
293-5871.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone.
492-8721. Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. C/H/A, W&D.
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696, 2934600
NICE, 1BR. w/d,
smoke-free. no-pets,
1 -yr lease. 412 N.5th A $350imo. 226-8006
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

3BR 1BA appliances.
211 S. 16th.
$725.00/mo.(270)556
0925
38R. IBA, WAD
included. $650/mo,
$650/dep. 603
Sycamore. 3BR, IBA,
1710 Farmer Ave.
$750/mo. $750/dep
(270)293-4600
(270)293-3710
38R, 2BA, 2 car
garage. very nice.
Coleman RE.
753-9898
FOR Sale or Lease
3BR 2 Bath lakefront
property with dock, 2
1/2 car garage
270-873-7826
SMALL 2BR. appli
ances furnished, $395
rent $395 deposit. lyr
lease, no pets.
270-753-6156

DO you need some
where for your child to
spend the summer? A
safe Christian environment to have fun?
Come join the All-star
program at Kidztown
Academy. Call 7615439 for more inforrna
non.

'Imes
MEM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

J&I.RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
(rinser at 121 i & Glesikee.
HAI& $25 10s15$40
12701436-2524
12701 293-6906
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Onside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent (1-Hauls
753-9600

"NO

SHIH-TZU
puppies
AKC. CKC, shots
wormed $300 270251-0310 evenings

100 Head Soil
Black Angus Female
Production Sale. Noon
Saturday. April 24.
Lone Oaks Farm,
10000 Lake
Hardeman, Middleton.
TN. Call for Catalog
(731) 376-0011.

Problem-

Bedroom
We Finance,

AM' Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

93 I -906-3702

7
2 BR in Kirksey.
$350/mo. 489-2790
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets 753-9866
NICE 2BR $285 00
No cats 753-6012

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109
1BR apt. furnished,
Call 753-3474.

-8359 7 9-9854

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
9 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5-562

.1'
tar 11.31
,K national ongin,'f mien
Ion i, rd.tkr• ant
•r,,,.11rn,tahor,or dinr-

rt

•',1r• l• 14,

t,
e.t

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
NBC Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
We

Buy Houses!

Immediate
Debi Relief!
Selling au Estate?
In Foreclosure'
Local Horne Buyers
Can Help!
No Crier To You
No Equity OK
761HOME.COM
1270) 761-HOME

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Sealcoatirte
& Hauling
ION V TRAS IS

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
•T f
st
trimmed or rem,
'Slump Removal'All modem et:191.4=6'm
.24 hour nmerrien,,, servir r •L w. rinsed & Insured

Ron Frame Jr.
Res. 270-474-0323-.
11: 270-227-3140
No laid is completp untr, ustorrer s,
arrstincl

279-753-2279
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Service.
Mowing,
shrubs, tilling. bush hogging, bladework
270-978-0543
270-436-5277

Worm's Turf

BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix-its &
repairs. decks pressure
washed
and
stained.. 436-2228.

• Pick-up or Delivery

7046 State Route 94 W
Murray,KY 42071
2/70 406-4089
• Installation

Richard Price
270 293-8035

CHASE Futrell Lawn'
Care. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814

Jeremy Work man
270 978-7812

ties V. ‘I I Hi PAIR.
eal s. 11\1. &
INC
FREE
ESTIMATES

100
Yard Sate

MOVING SALE
1402A MICHELLE
DRIVE
253-514-5415
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
9:00-3:00
Furniture, towels,
rugs, household
items, TV, pillows
& lots more
Cash only

Yard Sale
347
Bill Butler Rd
Hardin
Thursday 4/22
and Friday 4/23
7am
Children's name
brand clothing 0-3T,
iuniors and Men's
clothing and shoes
Baby Gear
and Toys.

YARD S.‘LL
94 East. Old
Breaktime Bldg.
12:00-6:00 PAL

Daily
thinly
Furnishings
& other misc.
items.

WANTED Appx. 40
acres, mostly wooded,
rolling, lake or lake
site, preferably with or
without house, country
road frontage.
270-354-5226
HOUSE wanted: Fix-itupper, land contract 5+
acres 1-517-390-0044
Or
kimbirdlady aol com

ROOFING

Used Cars

.4k OMNI.

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

Lake Property
Unbelievable
Log Cabin Sale
Sat April 24th

hollandmotorsales corn
270-753-4461
2007 black Mazda-3
29k miles, new tires 1
owner. $12.500
293-6640

Only $69,900
wi FREE Boat
Slips!
Ready to finish log
cabin & 2 acres abutting nature
preserve at 160.000
acre recreational lake
in KY.
Excellent financing.
Call now 1-800-7043154.s 3471.
kylakesale.com

Builders
Special!!
Oversized
Lots
$25.000
Location.
Wiswell at King next to
Saratoga Spnngs.
Financing Available
Call 227-8393
VERY nice lots in City
of Murray. Starting at
$17,000.
293-9913
293-1524

3 acre lot in prestigious Saratoga Farms.
Beautiful country subdivision on the West
side of Murray. horses
allowed! One of the
best lots with trees
and a small pond! First
time offered by owner
$79,900_ now or
$85,000_ listed in May.
Owner 0931-2066767 pictures on midsouthhomes.net
460
Hants Fat Sas
i
2009 brick
2.100 sq.ft
living
space.
38R. 2BA 1 + acre
double garage, sun
room, hilltop view 1/2
mile to Murray. City
water & gas. By owner
$144.000.
270-519-8570
2BR, 1BA brick home
with 2nd level area for
play/ work room. New
h/c
installed
08.
Updated to electircal
codes 07. Timberline
roof 07. Move-in ready.
Located on .77 acre
lot, north of Murray on
Airport Rd. $99.500.
See now before tax
credit program ends on
April !30.
270-753-7976.
2BR.wl extra lot. Nice
subdivision. 9yrs. old.
Fenced in backyard, 1 car garage, large storage building, gas logs.
skylight. whirlpool bath.
Call anytime 731-6421548. 731-336-6037

HOUSE FOR SALE - NEW LISTING

3823 WISWELL RD.
Brick, 2,400 sf. 2 car garage on 3 wooded ac
3BR 2BA with new ha units, kit appl & roof.
Lg detached garagenec bldg 4m from Murray
Call (270)994-0862 for Appt.
$239,000

Ben Mathis, Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured

PICK UP

Don't be fooled by imitators, call
us for a free inspection today!
270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal
stump grinding,
firewood Insured
489-2839
HALL'S WA`
,II
MANAGEMI\

LOG CABIN & 2 AC

BRAHAM Bull pure
bred, gray. 3 years,
tame/ friendly, $700
227-8267

Duplex for sale in
Northwood $98,000
270-293-1446

1.2.3.4.5

rt,14,1
l,Iu-iniL u' whi,h make.

Services Offered
3BR, 2BA with garage
Above ground pool
$140.000 4-mites west
of Murray
270-293-6572.
GORGEOUS,
5BR/3 5BA New
paint, carpet stainless
appliances & counter
Private deck off master suite hardwood
shaded backyard
mature trees
293-4230.
293-0878

(2701873-9916
11WKS,
registered,
emale. black lab
$250. 731-220-0099
AKC Golden Retriever
pups, shots, papers. 2
months free health
insurance (270)5646418
DOBERMAN Pinscher
AKC 6-male, 6-female.
ready third week of
April 270-753-0531
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858

Improsements

All sizes Is
fit your needs
Located by
Frusgy radio station

yment to:

071
916

28R. Carport, patio.
redecorated
W/D
hook-up, new appliances,
no
pets
$385/mo. 293-6070

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.

I Other Mail
thseripdons

ruia

2BR, 1 58A, townahouse very nice.
Coleman RE 753-9898

BUYING old pocket
knives and coin collections 293-6999

MINI
['STORAGE
44111
All Size Units • Climate on
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
812 Whltn.11 Mr..

753-3853

2BR near MSLI. appliances furnished,
C/H/A. Coleman RE
753-9898

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

ON BEAc

‘Sednesday, April 21. 2010 •.111

99 Dodge Dakota ext
cab, new tires. $2,900
270-436-6124
s30
Serous Mend

L

$15.00 & up
T&B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operai
ed.
978-5655. 759-9295
I.&M
• LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring;
.landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction _guaranteed
753-1816 727-0611
0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
•Screened Porches
•Garages
-Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
+lame/ Mobile Ficri-ic
Repair
436-5517
1(270)227-0587
All Carpentry Const.
New homes, Additions,
Remodel. Sagging &
Rotten floors, Vinyl
Siding,
Decks,
Roofing, Mobile Home
Repair.
753-2353
Larry Nimmo
L,ceeseii V. Inclined
TOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

inigIt
tft1=0
1
You can
count on the
nuns experienced
in West Ay.

403 Tom Taylor Trail

753-7728
Hill Electric

• weekly & uciaI pickups
• locally owned/operated

227-4646 436-5080
Sernces Offered
LOCAL Lawn Service
Free Estimates
(270)227-8417

MITCHELL
BROS. PAVING

Water Damaged Floors
Etddxts & Root Joists
Remodeling & %Nang

Resideritia.
•Asphaft InStallatic.r

Hamilton (;ranite

& Maintenance
,xperie-

& Nlarble

(270)759-0501

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

ML Garage Doors
Installation. Repairs &
Maintenance
on
garage doors & operators. 293-2357
MOWING
and
Trimming small to
large.
Dependable,
reliable. gutters, mulch.
shrubs trimmed, haumg, 11 years experience. Steven 767-9178
or 978-7002.
MURRAY Power Wash
Commercial
Residential. Vinyl siding, sidewalks, driveways, parking lots, etc.
293-7063. 293-7022

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & limes, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087
hler ‘lutdoki. • 2.1.1-Z2
134la5 Ileum
. . . diler3:30
LAMB'S
PROFESSIONAL
TREE SERVICE
•Complete tree
removal •Gutter
cleaning•Irrsuree
•(270)753.;TREE
(8733)
(270)293-1118

Emergency
LAWN BOY

LAWN SERVICE
Free lawn tareestimate
We are insured
Get ln while
time Slots are
available
978-9514

Pool Tat !
20 Years
-

ce

Will Do insurance Woo
Visa & MasterCard kJ-acted

Ace Tree
Service
& Stump
Removal
Aerial BucketTruck
insured

CIARK'S
I \\\ (

ProLawn
Lawn Care

(270) 293-1924

(270)898-8733
(270)564-8798
TUTOR available. All
subtracts.
270-994-9218
nurraytutor I @gulag corn

ltc.il;siiii.ii"
NON kr.11Kr/11•2.
,
." •

lu Lake
(271It 22'- I
IF YOU ARE
NOT SATISFIED
WITH YOUR
CURRENT
LAWN SERVICE
AND LOOKING
FOR A NEW
ONE PLEASE
CALL LARRY
AT 227-0726
LAWN Mowing
service, Insured.
16-years experience
Call (270)759-4564

PURCHASE
AREA PAVING
*Pave, j
*Seat Coaling
.Gravel Hauling
•Backhcie Work

(270)293-2804
QUICK
UNE STRIPING
•ParkIng lots
•Pothole/ciack repair
• Seal coating
available
Free Estimates
JuStin Boggess
(270) 293-2892

LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates. Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156.
270-293-0034

;ryll
mulch, paint. clean-ui
or help move.
(270)293-9086

lattorrt
ROOFING
Licensed & Insured
References
available
Free Estimates
(270) 293-5383
(270) 293-6927
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
136-2562, 227-0267
GET THIS
1X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
75 3-19 16

Going on
Vacation?

753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted.
978-0404
O&M Lawn Care
227-1916

David's Home
Improvement
1.1.(

759-1151 • 293-2783
793-2784

come 1986
24 HOUR mime
Re,. Com & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

ADAMS Horne
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling,
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs. workers comp
Insured.
227-2617

•

FJors't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You
It's that time .,r
,Ind
everybody wants to get
out of the house But
before you go, just make
a simple phone call and
ask for "Vocation Pak
That way you won't
reins a single thing

When you come back
catch up on Garfield.
your city council, letters
to the editor, the
obituaries and editorial..
We'll deliver your
"Vacation Pak"
when you return

Call 270-753- I 9 1 6
Circulation Department
and ask for

"Vacation Pak."

N"'"" s,TIMES

EDGER

1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY

•
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
The 73rd Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
annual dinner will be June 6 at
Murray State University Curns
Center ballroom. Dr. Gene W.
Ray, native of Murray and a
1960 graduate of Murray State
University, will be the speaker.
He is founder, president and chief
executive officer of the Titan
Corp.
Michael D Wilson of Murray has completed all requirements for certification as a Constructive Health & Safety Technician
Births reported include a boy
to Tony and Wendy Bowden,April
10; a girl to Michael and Jessica Birdwell°, Apnl 17: a girl to
Jody and Nora Albright. A?ril
18.
Twenty years ago
Murray-Calloway
County
Parks Board approsed a $159,500
financial year budget for 199091. according to Robert Martin.
board chairman.
Al and Jane Chapman will
present the program at the guest
night banquet of Christian
Women's Chub of Murray at the
Hong Kong Restaurant April 27.
Marine Cpl. Steven C. Drew.
of Murray has been promoted
to his present rank while serving with 4th Marine Division.
Evansville. Ind.
Thirty years ago
In the Kentucky High School
Speech Tournament, Calloway
County High School won the
championship and Murray High
School took sixth place. Coaches are Larry England for Calloway
and Mark Etherton for Murray.
Published is a picture of Bill
Boyd of Peoples Bank, as he
prepares a special fondue recipe
at the meeting of the Theta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Births reported include girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Wenton England,
April II. and a girl to Mr. and

Wife wonders how to address
husband's choice of clothes

Mrs. Roy Keith Knight. April
Forty years ago
Elizabeth Betsy Riley. senior
at Calloway County High School,
has received a $250 cash award
in the third annual scholastic
recognition program sponsored
by the Courier-Journal and
Louisville Times. She is the
daughter of Vernon and Betty
Riley of Murray.
Specialist Five James A.
(Tony) Lyons. is spending a 30day leave in Murray after serving a year in Vietnam.
Wranglers Riding Club will
have its first horse show of the
season on Apnl 28 at 2 p.m.
Fifty years ago
Army 2nd Lt. William A.
Luther has completed a nine
weeks ranger course at Fort Ben'ling, Ga.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Gene Dale
Steely, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Peavier and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Rthert Cole.
Hugh McLean, attorney from
Pans. Tenn.. was the guest speaker at the weekly Thursday meeting of the Murray Rotary Club
at the Murray Woman's Club
house.
Sixty years ago
R.L. Cooper of the Calloway
County Health Department said
health officials will begin the
Spray Project in Calloway County in a few days.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Hughes, April 14: a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James P. Rutledge. a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Pharris
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. J.D.
Darnell, April 15; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Amos Brown. April
17; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. W.D.
Dick and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Hafford Beane. April 18.
Rev. Wendell H. Rone is serving as pastor of Memorial Baptist Church. Murray.

DEAR ABB1': I think my
husband may be a cross-dresser. Last night while "Roland'
and I were cuddling in bed. I
felt his legs and they were
smoother than mine. I asked
him why he keeps shaving his
legs and stomach, and then it
dawned on
me. Roland
has sent me
e-mails hintabout
ing
dressing up.
One year.
he purchased
a pair of
high heels.
Dear Abby saying he
wanted
to
dress up like
By Abigail
a woman. I
Van Buren
examined
them the other day and there
is evidence that they have been
worn more than once. My lingene drawer is sometimes a
mess, and sometimes my clothes
are a hit out of place. I believe
my husband dresses up while
I'm out of town on business trips.
I'd kind of like to see him
dressed up, but I'm afraid he
might look sexier than me.
Lately Roland has been asking
me if he can join me when I
go shopping for clothes. He
does chores around the house
(vacuuming, ironing, dishes).
and if he enjoys cross-dressing, I say he can wear any
outfit he wants. How can I tell
him I know what he's doing?
-- WISE TO HIM IN FORT
WORTH
DEAR WISE TO HIM: The
next time the two of you cuddle up in bed, tell Roland you
have been thinking about the
e-mail he sent you regarding
dressing up, that it's OK with
you, and you think you might

Today in History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, April 21,
the 111th day of 2010. There are
254 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 21, 1910. author
Samuel Langhorne Clemens, better known as Mark Twain, died
in Redding. Conn., at age 74.
On this date:
in 1509. England's King Henry
VII died: he was succeeded by
his 17-year-old son. Henry VIII.
In 1649, the Maryland Toleration Act, which provided for freeEt A ES

ES L_

dom of worship for all Christians,
was passed by the Maryland assembly.
In 1789, John Adams was sworn
in as the first vice president of
the United States.
in 1836, an army of Texans
led by Sam Houston defeated the
Mexicans at San Jacinto. assuring Texas independence.
In 1918, Baron Manfred von
Richthofen. the German ace known
as the "Red Baron," was killed
in action during World War I.
In 1910, a fire broke out inside

the overcrowded Ohio Penitentiary in Columbus, killing 332
inmates.
In 1980, Rosie Ruiz was the
first woman to cross the finish
line at the Boston Marathon; however, she was later exposed as a
fraud.(Canadian Jacqueline Gareau
was named the actual winner of
the women's race.)/
Five years ago: A commercial
helicopter contracted by the U.S.
Defense Department was shot down
by missile fire north of Baghdad..

enjoy seeing him that way. It's
a non-threatening way to get
the message across,
But please remember that
not all men who shave their
body hair are cross-dressers.
And if your husband has been
doing the ironing -- and the
washing that would naturally
precede it -- your clothes may
not have been the way you left
them because he put them away
As to him accompanying you
shopping, plenty of non-cross dressers shop with their wives
-- and some of them have better taste than the women.
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend
will not let go of my past. I
didn't level with him about a
couple of relationships because
1 knew he was a racist. He
found out, and now all I get
is teasing and comments almost
every day. If he sees a talk
show about a liar, he says.
'Oh! There you are!' It's the
same if the subject is a whore.
What he's doing is hurting
me. Is this normal behavior?
Am I supposed to ignore him'?
I have asked him to stop, but
he says he won't until I learn
to laugh about it. Any suggestions"' -- EMBARRASSED IN
ANAHEIM
DEAR EMBARRASSED:
Just this: What's going on is
not "normal' and it's no laughing matter. Tell your boyfriend
that the next time he calls you
a whore or a liar, he is history. And stand by your word,
unless you want to spend the
rest of your life with a racist
who has a sadistic sense of
humor and no respect for your
feelings.
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1 Conceals
6 Dennis or
Randy
11 Optical illusion
12 Audition
14 Phillips
University town
15 Limber
17 Geometry term
18 Reply to a
ques
19 Hi-ti records
20 Playing marble
21 "Instead of
word
23 — Moines,
Iowa
24 Done. in Dijon
25 Legislative
meeting
27 Europe's
longest nver
28 Hirt and Gore
29 Evergreen
30 Hulking
33 Commotions
37 Candy striper
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38 Beat a retreat
39 When doubled,
a fisn
40 Ax givers
41 Hassle a debtor
42 Grassy square
43 16 oz.
44 Not rural
46 Withered
47 Scolding
49 Oaks-to-be
51 Troll-like being
52 Bedding plant
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6ent'einerk,
Enclosed please find
my latest short story.

action to instrument change
would be more worthwhile.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** If you can keep your
perspective, nothing too challenging will come in your direction. Many people seem to be
acting out of character, causing
feelings to arise. Step back and
pretend you are watching a play.
What you see might even be
funny!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** No one likes being dictated to. especially our Goat. A
partner feels that you need to
follow his or her pre-scripted
game plan How you reject this
person's ideas and the level of
diplomacy you use define the
outcome.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Defer to those around
you. Rather than being criticized
or being critical, just know that
the issue in question is out of
your hands. "What a relief" might
be the response. Now go off and
do what you love or want to do.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Tackle your work or
must-do list. You will feel best if
you don't sit on your duff. In fact,
it could be amazing what you are
capable of accomplishing if you
just do. Give up overanalyzing
for at least a day.
BORN TODAY
Guitarist Peter Frampton (1950)
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hear, but make that OK.
Sometimes people don't think
before they speak. This could be
one of those times.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Be sensitive to your
needs. You go to extremes,
either being very self-indulgent
or very stoic. Though you tend to
swing back and forth like a pendulum, attempt to stay on middle
ground.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Many can sense when
you walk in the room. Confusion
can surround work or someone
you put on a pedestal. You might
feel out of sorts as you see situations developing, but you might
not be sure of your role in the
problem.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You could he angrier than
you acknowledge. What occurs
could be the result of suppressed anger, whether it is a
health issue or a problem with
someone. Ground out.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** A fnend keeps hammering for the same thing over and
over. You might be fed up and
the way you express this feeling
depends on you. If what this person suggests is feasible, why not
go for it?
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** No one can be more stubborn than Ms. or Mr. Scorp.
Today, you could prove that fact
once more! Perhaps taking

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** A misunderstanding could
threaten chaos to the best-laid
plans. When facing a setback,
get back on your feet and find
another path to the same point
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** The Bull is in prime form,
as long as he or she is not in a
strange situation. You like to do
everything well. When on new
turf, you might make a slip or
two. Know that you are normal.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Keep conversations
moving. You might not be Comfortable with everything you
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uons taken tor depression. dean
failure, rheumatoid arthritis kidney
stones, hypertension, diabetes a- nd
calcium-carbonate supplements.
Because you do not provide a medical history, I am unable to pinpoint
a possible cause: however, a return
visit to yout physician or a specialist might be Just the ticket. By nil,
ins out conditions you do not have,
you can better investigate any you
are currently being treated for
While I do not profess to know
specifically why the citalopriun was
prescribed, you might speak with
your doctor to determine whether
he or she could recommend something in another class of drugs that
might work for you. Or ask for an
opinion on a trial of St. John's won.
valenan, tai chi or yoga. There are
several reasons why some people
should not use herbs, so review.
your medication list with your
physician before taking any action.
It is also important to understand
that medications are often prescribed for entirely different reasons than they were onginally
intended
In the interim, maintain good oral
hygiene. making sure to brush your
tongue when you brush your teeth.
Consider using plastic utensils for
eating to see whether the metallic
taste disappears_
To provide related information, I
am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Vitamins and
Minerals.- Other readers who
would like a copy should send a
self-addressed stamped No. 10
envelope arid a $2 check or money
order to Newslener, P.O. Box 167.
Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure to
mention the title.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I WTI an 80year-old widow Five months ago, I
started having a metallic taste in my
mouth, a sore tongue and a dry
mouth My first thought was that it
might be a bad tooth or filling, but
my dentist ruled tha, out. Then I
discovered
the problems
were because
of citalopram.
a medication I
had been taking for one
and a half
years.
My
doctor cut my
Dr. Gott dosage in
half, but that
didn't nd me
By
Dr Peter Gott of the side
effects. I tried
two other medications: One was the
same with a different name, and the
other made me nauseated. Al the
present time, I am not taking any of
these.
My problem now is that I don't
know where to go for relief.
Nothing tastes good, not even
water. Any advice you can offer
will be greatly appreciated. I hope
you can shed some light on my
problem because so far I haven't
been able to get any answers.
DEAR READER: The citalopram you were prescribed has a
number of side effects, several of
which include dry mouth, nausea.
arthralgias and taste perversion. To
switch to another name in the same
category of drugs likely continued
the problem.
There are a great number of possible reasons for metallic mouth.
Some of the more common causes
are the use of antibiotics. medica-

lacuselles Blear

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, April 22, 2010:
This year, express your anger in
an appropriate manner. You
could be overwhelmed by
events in your personal and/or
domestic life. Confusion often
surrounds interactions. Bone up
on those skills, learning to confirm and affirm. If you are single, you will,
,xperience the possibility of a meaningful relationship through a friendship. If you
are attached, the two of you
enjoy socializing. Do more of it.
LEO can be testy.
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Medication linked
to metallic taste

Horoscope

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so:
1-Difficult
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dill

22 Meter reading
23 Two, in
Tijuana
24 Place for
togas
26 Notre Dame
sight
27 Oomph
29 Good times
30 Chili server
31 Safety device
(2 wds.1
32 Country rtes
33 Luncheon
salad
34 Hologram
makers
35 Full of difficulties
36 Teams
38 100 kopecks
41 Percussion
instrument
44 ET vehicle
45 Velvety surface
46 Favorite —
48 ER staffer
50 West Coast St

